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FOREWORD 

The International Atomic Energy Agency Conferences on Plasma Physics and 
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research are the largest and most significant conferences 
in the field. The 1992 conference in Würzburg was the 14th in a series of meetings 
which began in 1961 and which, since 1974, have been held on a biennial basis. The 
conference was highlighted by reports of recent results from all of the major fusion 
facilities around the world, including the milestone experiment at JET in which 
tritium was introduced for the first time into a tokamak fuel mixture. 

The conference was organized in co-operation with the Max-Planck-Institut fur 
Plasmaphysik, Garching, to which the IAEA wishes to express its appreciation and 
deep gratitude. The conference was attended by around five hundred participants 
representing some thirty countries and two international organizations. 

The opening session of the conference was highlighted by a round table discus
sion on ITER and its Relationships to Ongoing Fusion Programmes and by the tradi
tional Artsimovich Memorial Lecture, which was given by Professor P.K. Kaw. 
During the technical sessions, over two hundred papers were presented. Contribu
tions were made on tokamak experiments, inertial confinement, non-tokamak con
finement systems, magnetic confinement theory and modelling, plasma heating and 
current drive, ITER, and technology and reactor concepts. 

These proceedings include all the technical papers and five conference 
summaries. For the first time, the summary talks are being published as a separate 
volume before the rest of the proceedings. 

The IAEA contributes to international collaboration and exchange of informa
tion in the field of plasma physics and controlled nuclear fusion research not only by 
organizing these biennial conferences but in a number of other ways as well. The 
International Fusion Research Council is sponsored by the IAEA and provides advice 
to the Agency on all matters related to fusion. The Nuclear Fusion journal has been 
published continuously by the IAEA for over 32 years. The IAEA organizes and 
maintains databases of nuclear, atomic, molecular and plasma-material interaction 
data for applications in fusion research and engineering. It also regularly organizes 
co-ordinated research projects, technical committee meetings, workshops, consul
tants meetings and advisory group meetings on relevant topics. Through all these 
activities, the IAEA hopes to contribute towards achievement of the long range goal 
of controlled fusion as a future energy resource. 
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IAEA-CN-56/I-1-1 

SUMMARY ON TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTS, 
HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE 

J. JACQUINOT 
JET Joint Undertaking, 
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 
United Kingdom 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When participants met at this conference, they were fully aware of two major 
pieces of news: (a) JET had performed successfully a first tritium injection experi
ment; and (b) the worldwide ITER engineering design activities had started. It is clear 
that such outstanding results would not have been possible without the knowledge 
acquired from the world's tokamak experimental programme. Considering the huge 
amount of material presented at this conference it is now a frightening task to summa
rize these results. There were 68 papers directly involved with tokamak confinement 
experiments. In addition there were 17 papers dealing with heating and current drive, 
and 5 papers came from other sessions. In total this summary draws its substance 
from 90 papers — a number to be compared with the total of some 200 papers at this 
conference. 

Table I gives the work areas of the 34 tokamaks from 17 countries which were 
mentioned in the papers. The studies are being performed with large ranges of toroi
dal field (up to 7.5 T), size, current, aspect ratio and shape. Generally the smaller 
tokamaks contribute information on turbulence and plasma behaviour relevant to 
edge plasma conditions found in larger tokamaks. There is a marked trend towards 
advanced divertor concepts and towards various active means of controlling the 
current profile. A number of new devices have come into operation since the last con
ference, in 1990, and to welcome the newcomers, photographs of plasma obtained 
in two new devices are shown in Fig. 1. START (Fig. 1(a)) has obtained results rele
vant to a tight aspect ratio geometry, and ASDEX-U (Fig. 1(b)) is a large divertor 
device conceived with a reactor relevant design. H modes were obtained in 
ASDEX-U very soon after initial operation (noblesse oblige). 

2. BACKGROUND 

Experimental research is inspired by competing concepts for a possible tokamak 
reactor and its underlying physics. To illustrate this point, let me consider two differ
ent ignited tokamak reactors. 

1 



2 JACQUINOT 

TABLE I. OPERATING TOKAMAKS REPRESENTED AT CONFERENCE 

Brazil 

Canada 

China 

Czechoslovakia 

European 
Community 

France 

Germany 

Hungary 

India 

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

Russian Fed. 

Spain 

Switzerland 

UK 

USA 

Tokamak 

TBR-1 

TdeV, STOR-M 

HT-6B, HL-1 

CASTOR-1 

JET 

TORE SUPRA 

ASDEX-U, TEXTOR 

MT-1M 

ADITYA, SINP 

FT-U 

JT-60U, JFT-2M, JIPPT-IIU, 
TRIAM-1M, WT-3 

RTP 

TSP, T-10, TUMAN-3 

TJ-I 

TCV 

COMPASS, START 

TEXT, PHAEDRUS-T, 
MTX, TFTR, CDX-U, 
DIII-D, PBX-M 

Working area 

Ergodic limiter 

Biased divertor 

Biased electrode 

Edge turbulence biasing 

D-T operation, full 
programme 

Superconducting coils 

Divertor/first wall 

MHD 

Edge turbulence 

7.5 T 

Full programme 

ECRH 

Superconducting coils, 
ECRH 

Fluctuations 

High elongation 

Tight aspect ratio 

Full programme 

Newcomers 

ASDEX-U 

MT-1M 

ADITYA 

JT-60U 

TSP 

TCV 

START 

Reactor A would use only inductive current drive in order to avoid operating 
systems which may have a large impact on the recirculating power. Therefore, it 
would be semicontinuous; every few hours it would have to stop for a few minutes 
to recharge the transformer. It would have to be reignited at the beginning of each 
new cycle using a short burst of heating. Running without benefit of profile control, 
the reactor would have to be dimensioned to ignite in L mode (e.g. R ~ 8 m, 
a ~ 3 m, B^ ~- 6 T and Ip ~ 30 MA). Rebut has described such a device 
emphasizing the simplicity, the cost advantages and important aspects of impurity 
retention. Several new results presented at this conference are pertinent to this mode 
of operation (AC operation, L mode scaling, etc.). 
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FIG. 1(a). Photograph of the plasma produced in START, which recently came into operation. This 

is a tight aspect ratio machine which operates with natural elongation, K < 2 (paper C-3-6). 

FIG. 1(b). Photograph of the plasma produced in ASDEX-U, which also recently came into operation. 
The machine is designed to operate with a reactor relevant divertor (paper A-2-3). 
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Reactor B would be continuous, using a significant amount of non-inductive 
current drive power. The relatively poor efficiency of current drive schemes makes 
it necessary to rely heavily on a large bootstrap contribution to the total current (more 
than 60%). This means operating at high values of /Sp (1-2) and controlling the 
current profile to avoid MHD instability. Typically this reactor operates with lower 
current (—15 MA) and high field (~8 T). A major finding that marks this confer
ence is that operating at high /3p does provide the expected bootstrap current and, 
more surprisingly, gives rise to good normalized confinement. However, steady state 
operation has not been demonstrated. 

In all reactor concepts, power and particle exhaust must be provided by a diver-
tor. The physics of the plasma in the divertor and the requirement on pumping and 
plasma facing components now appear as major issues. 

Transport studies continue to attract much attention. The wind tunnel approach 
to heat diffusion provides a physics basis to scale to reactor dimensions. Perhaps even 
more important is the condition on the ratio of particle to energy confinement time, 
TP/TE < 8, which is required to prevent poisoning by helium ash accumulation. Ash 
poisoning would also occur if the average plasma temperature <T> > 17 keV. 
Poisoning arises from an excessively large slowing down time of the a particles [1]. 

3. PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGY AND PLASMA ENGINEERING 

Considerable progress has been made with respect to reliable operation at high 
current without disruption. The highest plasma current reached was 7 MA, in JET, 
and the plasma was heated with up to 28 MW of additional heating power. MHD 
activity during the current rise is avoided by careful programming of the plasma aper
ture to prevent crossing low rational values of q̂ , (Fig. 2). In several cases the 
plasma inductance (TORE SUPRA, JET) is also controlled using LHCD. In DIII-D 
error fields are compensated to allow operation at low density. For large machines 
(JT-60U, JET, etc.) disruption control devices have been developed which detect a 
disruption precursor and then act on the elongation or other parameters to stop further 
development. However, there is at present no cure for some very fast disruptions 
occurring, for instance, at high /?p values. 

TORE SUPRA and TRIAM-1M have demonstrated that a tokamak with super
conducting TF coils could operate reliably at its nominal performance, and they have 
made progress towards operation in steady state. 

Plasma facing components and first wall conditioning are key elements for 
tokamak operation. Thin layer coatings of beryllium, boron, silicon and lithium have 
been effective in reducing impurity content, in particular oxygen, and reducing parti
cle recycling from the walls. Such wall preparations are a prerequisite for obtaining 
high performance modes such as the hot ion H mode or the VH mode. Limiters and 
divertor target tiles are, in all high performance devices, made of low Z material. 
CFC composite materials offer the highest power loading limit to date. Extreme 
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FIG. 2. (a) Sequence of aperture increase during the rise to a 7 MA plasma in JET; numbers refer to 
time slices indicated in (b) (paper A-3-2). 

accuracy (±0.5 mm) in the positioning of the tiles is required in order to achieve an 
acceptable power loading. Such accuracy has been instrumental in extending the 
operating range of TFTR. Nevertheless, the carbon bloom may still occur, being 
triggered by a local instability (TORE SUPRA). JT-60U and TORE SUPRA have 
started to use ergodic fields to spread the power load on the tiles and the observed 
trends are encouraging. 

We note that active cooling of limiter tiles and divertor target plates is rarely 
used in large machines. This certainly reveals the high risk attached to the fundamen
tal requirement to locate the active cooling channel some 3 mm away from the high 
heat load. It should be stressed, however, that this difficulty must be faced sooner 
rather than later en route to the reactor. 

4. PEAK PERFORMANCE 

The highest peak triple fusion products nD7ETi0 are listed in Table II. The 
plasma stored energy W may not be in stationary state at peak performance and 
TE = W/Ploss, where Ploss = Pin - dW/dt, can be reduced by as much as 30% com
pared with Pin. The most notable progress since the last meeting is reported from 
Japan and from DIII-D. In all cases, the peak performance is obtained with a plasma 
current smaller than the maximum allowed by technical limits. The safety factor is 
moderate (q95 > 4). Except for the pellet enhanced phase (PEP) (JET), which 
is obtained in an ICRH dominated discharge, these regimes are heated by NBI, 
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TABLE II. PEAK TRIPLE FUSION PRODUCTS nDTETi0 ACHIEVED IN 
SEVERAL LARGE TOKAMAKS 

nD^ET¡o 
(1020keV-m"3-s) 

Comments 
Duration 

(s) 

JET 

JT-60U 

TFTR 

DIII-D 

9 
7 

4.4 
2.2 

3 

2 

Hot ion H mode (3 MA) 
PEP (3 MA, ICRH) 

Hot ion; 0p = 1.6 (1.66 MA) 
H mode (2.7 MA) 

Supershot (hot ion) 

VH mode (1.6 MA) 

1.5 
1 

0.8 

0.5 

0.5 

Ï--

40 

30-

2 0 -

1 0 -

Pulse No. 16045 t=5.19s 

I i 

I i 

I 

• t 

Te 

i 

V 
• 

n a 

i 

• 
a 

1 

lp=1.9MA 
B,=4.4T 
qeff=5.4 

PNB=23MW 

a 
• a • a • 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
r/a 

1.0 

FIG. 3. Ion and electron temperature profiles during a high (¡p discharge in JT-60U (paper A-l-3). 

which provides power in the form of ion heating in the centre. Sawteeth are 
stabilized, possibly by the fast ion pressure, and very high central temperatures 
are reached: Ti0 ~ 38 keV in JT-60U (Fig. 3). The electron temperature lags 
behind: Te0 ^ 12 keV in NBI heated discharges. In the PEP it can reach 15 keV, 
with Te ~ T¡. In JET, the equivalent: D-T fusion power corresponds to Q < 1 
with, except in the PEP, more than half of the yield originating from beam-plasma 
reactions. 
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The global energy confinement is excellent in these discharges. It exceeds 1 s 
in JET. In normalized form, the four largest machines all reach TE — (3-4)TE

 mode. 
This is achieved with greatly reduced heat diffusivity in the plasma core, 
XE ~ 1-2 m2-s_ 1 , often combined with reduced diffusivity at the edge associated 
with the H mode. In the VH mode, the size of the good confinement layer at the edge 
extends progressively inwards during the pulse. 

FIG. 4. Traces during steady state operation with enhanced central confinement in TORE SUPRA. 
LHCD drives the full tokamak current and the shear decreases or possibly reverses in the good confine
ment zone (paper E-2-1). 
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5. PROGRESS TOWARDS STEADY STATE 

Complete steady state operation is a challenge for both engineering and physics. 
As already mentioned, no faults are allowed in actively cooled tiles, which have to 
be thin in order to limit the tile surface temperature. On the physics side, the full 
current has to be driven non-inductively in steady state. Complete steady state opera
tion has been achieved with LHCD in TRIAM-1M for 1 h at a density of 
ne = 1.2 x 1018 m~3 or 3 min with ne = 2 X 1019 m~3. The steady state current 
does not exceed 50 kA. A mixture of Ohmic and non-inductive current drive has been 
used in JET and TORE SUPRA to extend the plasma current (up to 2 MA in JET) 
for over 1 min. Here again the density did not exceed 2 X 1019 m - 3 with Zeff — 2. 
In all the above cases, plasma confinement was L mode. 

ELMy H modes with TE/TE
 mode ~ 1.4-1.6 have been maintained for 18 s in 

JET. Special techniques are required to obtain the appropriate rate of ELM appear
ance to control the density without excessive loss of energy confinement. They are 
based on plasma position control, gas puffing or energizing an external coil, produc
ing a magnetic perturbation with a high m number (ergodic magnetic limiter and lad
der coils of JFT-2M). 

Improved central confinement has also been reported in steady state using 
LHCD in TORE SUPRA. A transition to a high central electron temperature is 
observed 1 s after application of the LHCD power. The improved central confine
ment, which is maintained for 7 s (Fig. 4), leads to an impressive central electron 
temperature. The control of the q profile is suggested as being responsible for the 
change of confinement (note that Vloop « 0); the magnetic shear is either very small 
or even reversed. 

In many experiments gettered walls provide an adequate pumping rate to main
tain constant density for up to 30 s. Active pumping results have been reported in 
TEXTOR, TdeV and TORE SUPRA. 

6. GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT 

The tokamak continues to be a paradise for imaginative experimentalists as 
energy confinement responds, quite often in an unexpected way, to experimental 
procedures. The beneficial effects of a separatrix (H mode), shear reversal (PEP) or 
edge recycling (supershot) are well established and are confirmed by most experi
ments. This conference has added a substantial contribution to understanding of the 
importance of the current profile for confinement, namely: 

(a) TE/TE
 mode increases with the internal inductance I-. Values of ^ up to 3.5 are 

obtained transiently by ramping the current down or changing the elongation or, 
to a lesser extent, by using LHCD. Figure 5 shows that the normalized confine
ment increases almost linearly with Í, for both TFTR and DIII-D. A similar 
trend is observed in H mode (DIII-D). 
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2.O1 

1.5 

ç 1.0 

0.5 

/cramp 
H mode, K~2.1 # / 

;}DIII-D 

• TFTR 

l £ • / f H mode K~1 .7 

i * ; LmodeK~1.7 
TFTR 
L mode 
Ramp up/down 

Current ramp 
L mode, K~1 .2 

_i L 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

Internal inductance £i 

3.5 4.0 

FIG. 5. Normalized confinement versus internal inductance in L mode (TFTR, DIH-D) and H mode 
(DIH-D). The inductance is varied by rapidly changing the elongation or the plasma current. Note: the 
definition ofí¡ is likely to be different in the two machines (paper A-7-19). 

4.0: 

3.5 

3.0 

Ë 2.5 

2.0! 

1.5 

1.0 

JET 
x 1MA 
* 1.5MA 

JT-60U 
• 1.0-1.1 MA 

à. 1.2-1.4MA 

a 1.5-1.7MA 

X 2.0MA 

'BS_i 0.7 

/ 
JET 

> * : • • 
* • 

# $ D . 

m 
•m 

JT-60U 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

FIG. 6. Normalized confinement versus e/? for JT-60U and for JET. The same experiments show that 
\e bootstrap current increases linearly with e0p and in the case of JET reaches 70% of the total 

rrent (paper A-3-5). 
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(b) TE/TE
 mode is also found to increase with the poloidal beta value j3p. Since the 

bootstrap current fraction IBS/Ip is proportional to j3p, such a result could also 
originate from a change of current profile, which broadens with increased boot
strap current. Figure 6 combines results from JT-60U and JET, which are simi
lar despite the use of different heating methods. In the JET case, IBS/Ip reached 
0.7. 

(c) Finally, TE/TE
 mode is seen to increase with plasma triangularity (pulling the 

X points towards the major axis). This effect, combined with boronization, 
allowed DIII-D to obtain the best performance of the VH mode. 

These results seem to indicate the beneficial role of the magnetic shear on the 
outer plasma region. However, such an explanation is too simple to describe a com
plex behaviour. The importance of sheared poloidal flow of the plasma is now gener
ally invoked. The correlation between reduced heat diffusivity and sheared flow is 
well established in the confinement barrier of the H mode. It seems natural to general
ize its influence to the entire plasma region; however, a lack of adequate measure
ments prevents us from checking this assumption. 

7. WIND TUNNEL APPROACH TO HEAT DIFFUSIVITY 

The behaviour of scaled-down model aeroplanes placed in a wind tunnel is rou
tinely used to predict the performance of the full size model. It is important in the 
scaling down process and testing conditions to achieve the same dimensionless 
parameters occurring in the full size aircraft. Similarly, experiments have been per
formed in TFTR, JET and DIII-D keeping a number of dimensionless parameters at 
values expected in a reactor while changing only a particular variable which needs 
to be extrapolated. The one-fluid heat difmsivity x is written as: 

X = XBohmP*aF("*> & q> s, Te/T¡,...) 

with XBohm <* T/B, p* oc VT/Ba (p* is the normalized Larmor radius and F is a 
functional form containing other dimensionless parameters which are kept constant; 
B is the magnetic field and a is the radial plasma dimension). 

The value of a distinguishes between several types of turbulence responsible for 
anomalous confinement: 

(a) If a = 0, long wavelength turbulence prevails; the wavelength is ~ a. The 
diffusion is called Bohm-like. 

(b) If a = 1, short wavelength turbulence dominates and the wavelength is ~ p¡ 
(the Larmor radius). The diffusion in this case is called gyro-Bohm. 

Experiments with p* variation by a factor of 2-3 have given clear indication that 
a — 0, and the large scale turbulence has been confirmed for the first time by mea
suring the wave spectrum in TFTR with beam emission spectroscopy (Fig. 7). 
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FIG. 7. ne turbulence spectrum for L mode plasma in TFTR measured from beam emission spec
troscopy (r/a ~ 0.75, p¡ ~ 0.14 cm) in the poloidal direction and in the radial direction. The fluctua
tions are dominated by long wavelength without wavelike structure in the radial direction 
(paper A-7-17). 

Minor radius (m) 
r/a=0.4 

FIG. 8. Temperature profile in RTP heated by ECRH. The incremental confinement time was found to 
be independent of Te and of its variation (paper A-4-4). 
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Other variations of single dimensionless parameters have been performed 
(TFTR). They gave: 

rE oc Af2 A¡ is the atomic number of the ion species 

rE oc i>*° p* is the collisionality 

rE oc /30-5 ¡3 is the normalized kinetic pressure. 

Generally the observed behaviour is compatible with the ITER-P scaling 
T|TER-P a (Te/B)(/32i'*)1/4. However, the j8 dependence seems to present a complex 
structure which will need to be clarified in future experiments. Other experiments 
(JET) highlight the diffusive character of heat transport and the absence of any 
inward heat pinch. Experiments in TEXT based on diffusion of energetic particles 
indicate that magnetic turbulence is not dominant. 

It is interesting to note that the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins model, which is based on 
the existence of a critical temperature gradient and is gyro-Bohm in its asymptotic 
limit, matches imperfectly the p* scaling results but continues to give a good 
representation of experimental results obtained on many tokamaks in a wide range 
of conditions. In particular, the transport experiments performed with ECRH in RTP, 
measured using a heat pulse propagation technique, showed that the incremental heat 
transport (Tinc) was independent of both Te and the variation of Te (Fig. 8). The 
value of rinc is calculated with the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins model in its updated form 
as: 

I T IT 
Xa — instead of ^ /— 

\ T i + Te A/Ti 

8. H MODE PHYSICS 

New experiments using a magnetic brake in DIII-D support the leading idea that 
sheared (E x B)9 flow reduces the coherence length of turbulence across the lines 
of force and therefore reduces the amplitude and the effects of the turbulence. The 
sheared flow (gradient of Er) is strongest at the edge (Fig. 9) at the location of the 
confinement barrier which develops during H modes; it broadens during VH modes. 
The quality of the confinement barrier is also associated with the appearance of a 
region of second stability regime and with the development of increased magnetic 
shear due to higher edge bootstrap current. Finally, it is noted that the large density 
gradient which builds up during H mode contributes to the edge electric field. 

Following the original experiments by Taylor and Weynants, the plasma 
response to the electric field generated by a probe inserted in the plasma edge has 
been studied further on TEXTOR and HL-1. H modes can be produced with both 
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positive and negative biases. The amplitude and the profile of the radial electric field 
are observed to be governed by the viscosity of the parallel plasma flow. Another 
original feature of the TEXTOR experiment is to measure the particle confinement 
time TP, which is seen to increase more than the energy confinement time after the 
H mode transition. The increase of TP should be repeated on other devices since at 
present the TP/TE criterion mentioned in Section 2 seems to be out of reach in ELM 
free H modes. 

Finally, the conditions for H mode transitions have now been characterized in 
numerous situations, namely in TUMAN (pellet, gas, conditioning), JIPPT-IIU 
(ramp-down of the current) and JFT-2M (divertor bias). It is also possible to trigger 
ELMs with external magnetic perturbations (Fig. 10) in order to control the density 
and the radiated power without excessive loss of energy confinement. 

9. CURRENT DRIVE 

New results on current drive by lower hybrid waves have been obtained in 
several experiments (HT-6B, PBX-M, JT-60U, TORE SUPRA, JET, TRIAM-1M, 
WT-3). The reality of the kB upshift has been demonstrated by measuring the onset 
of beam ion acceleration in JT-60U. The efficiency of current drive is seen to depend 
on the purity of the launched spectrum. Narrow spectra at low kj give the best 
results. The multijunction arrangement simplifies the task of phasing the waveguides, 
reduces the required number of windows and provides an increased range in plasma-
antenna coupling. Nevertheless, it is clear that present structures are too complicated 
for a reactor environment. The use of a hyperguide to drive diffracting bars may pro
vide the necessary simplification. 

An important result is the synergy between LHCD and ICRH (low k] and 
minority hydrogen heating near the centre) which was reported by the JET team. The 
full plasma current (2 MA at n,, ~ 2.5 x 1019 m - 3) in JET can be driven in this 
way with an improved efficiency, 7 — 0.45 x 1020 m_ 2-A-W_ 1 . The same 
method has been used to obtain a long H niode at 1 MA with zero loop voltage. The 
synergy is characterized by acceleration of the fast electrons to about 0.5 MeV, far 
beyond the energy obtained with LHCD only. The physics of the interaction remains 
to be resolved. The synergy between ECRH and LHCD has been demonstrated in 
WT-3 and agrees with theoretical expectations. 

This conference has seen the first reports concerning current drive using the fast 
waves which are favoured for a reactor since they easily penetrate a dense large 
plasma core. The damping per pass for today's experiments is still weak. Neverthe
less DIII-D has demonstrated a current drive efficiency which increases linearly with 
temperature (Fig. 11) and agrees well with full wave codes. In JET, it was possible 
to stabilize or destabilize the sawteeth with travelling fast waves with the hydrogen 
minority resonance close to the sawtooth inversion radius. The effect on sawteeth is 
well modelled by the predicted dipole currents generated by ion current drive. 
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FIG. 11. Efficiency of fast wave current drive (transit time magnetic pumping + electron Landau 
damping) in DIII-D versus central electron temperature, and comparison with code calculations (paper 
E-2-4). 

Helicity injection experiments have been performed at the Princeton Plasma 
Physics Laboratory and in DIII-D, where 30 kA and a plasma with e/3p — 1 were 
sustained by helicity injection alone. It is also observed that a seed current can be 
generated spontaneously by transport alone. 

In summary, good progress has been reported on both the physics and the effi
ciency of current drive. New reactor relevant methods have been used. However, we 
note that the efficiency is still insufficient to drive a reactor with an acceptable level 
of recirculating power and that no current drive experiment operates in the reactor 
regime at ne > 1020 m~3. We also note that current drive using NBI has never been 
performed in the super-Alfvénic regime expected in a reactor; unstable gap modes 
are a potential threat for current drive generated by NBI. 

10. HEATING 

The most important result is the use of NBI to inject tritons at 78 keV during 
the JET experiments. NBI fuelled a tritium concentration of 11 % with a gas fuelling 
efficiency of 5%. Most of the unused tritium was condensed on the cryopanels of the 
NBI pumps and could be recovered with nearly full efficiency. 
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ICRH is now a standard tool used for many physics experiments. The maximum 
coupled power has reached 22 MW. The complexity of plasma-antenna coupling is 
now alleviated by the use of automatic impedance matching and plasma positioning 
under feedback control. The physics of ICRH edge effects is now well based on the 
induction sheath rectification process. Use is made of k| shaping, antenna geometry 
and low Z screen materials (B4C and Be) to eliminate deleterious effects. An 
antenna without a screen tested in TEXTOR gave promising results and appears 
worth considering further, as it would be simpler to operate in a reactor environment. 

ECRH is performed using either gyrotrons or free electron lasers (FELs). The 
Russian gyrotrons continue to lead the field with long pulse units capable of 400 kW 
at 140 GHz. Heat transport and the physics of ECRH have been studied at the FOM 
Institute for Plasma Physics. An FEL has been used for the first time in MTX, 
delivering huge power spikes (1.4 GW, 20 ns). At this level, the absorption is highly 
non-linear. The experiments have verified the non-linear behaviour. 

Also noteworthy are the ion Bernstein wave experiments at higher frequency 
(130 MHz) with good thermal ion heating in the plasma core (JIPPT-IIU) and the 
ambitious adiabatic compression project TSP, which is progressing well in Troitsk, 
with particular attention being given to plasma-wall interaction and with plans to 
inject tritium. 

11. POWER AND PARTICLE EXHAUST WITH LIMITERS AND DIVERTOR 

There is a general consensus in the tokamak community that the divertor is the 
most important issue to be solved en route to a tokamak reactor. If divertor tiles 
received the full loss power of an ignited reactor, the tile power loading would exceed 
40 MW-m - 2 , well in excess of acceptable levels (< 10 MW-m -2) which are com
patible with the tile erosion rate and the reliability required in a reactor. Several 
forms of advanced divertor concept are emerging. They generally involve a closed 
divertor with a large wetted area, allowing impurity retention as well as radiation of 
most of the conducted power transmitted by the divertor channel. In a number of 
schemes the diverted flux tube enters a slot geometry so that the neutralized particles 
are not re-emitted towards the main plasma. Modelling of the divertor channel is 
under active development in various groups. At this stage the models are still incom
plete and a number of observations in DIII-D and JET remain to be explained. 
Nevertheless both theory and experiment indicate that operation at low density is 
impossible for long pulses because the divertor temperature exceeds 20 eV, leading 
to excessive sputtering from the tiles. Fortunately, the scrape-off density rises sharply 
with the core density and impurity contamination is much reduced at high bulk densi
ties (Fig. 12). 

Consequently, reactor regimes acceptable for divertor operation can be found 
for central density values in the range (2-3) x 1020 m~3. The plasma is fuelled at 
the periphery by gas and pellet injection, maintaining a flat density profile. A plasma 
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FIG. 12. Calculations (JET) of bulk impurity density for various divertor geometries. The dominant 
parameter is the bulk electron density (paper A-5-1). 

flow at high density in the divertor channel is used to radiate a substantial amount 
of the power. In JET, divertor plasma heated with 22 MW could be stably maintained 
in a high density regime with more than 90% of the power radiated. This regime was 
obtained with the ion drift away from the target plates and with tiles made of beryl
lium. The plasma stayed in L mode with, in some cases, a weak ELMy behaviour. 
Gas injection was under feedback control to maintain a prescribed divertor tile tem
perature. TEXTOR also obtained highly radiating plasmas using a limiter configura
tion and neon injection (under feedback control). It is remarkable in this experiment 
that the central neon concentration remained at acceptable levels. TORE SUPRA 
demonstrated the efficiency of an ergodic divertor to radiate power and retain 
impurities. 

In divertor experiments it is important to prevent the radiating marfe from 
escaping the divertor region, which then loses the capability to retain impurities. 

The second task of the divertor is to provide exhaust for the helium resulting 
from D-T reactions as well as impurities released by plasma facing components. It 
is important to concentrate the exhaust gas near the pump mouth in order to improve 
the pumping rate. TdeV has installed active pumping (cryogenic pumps) associated 
with divertor plate biasing (Fig. 13). Biasing (~ 130 V) was effective for increasing, 
via E x B flow, the impurity outflow by a factor of 2.5, and injected neon and helium 
were pumped with a time constant of about 0.5 s. It is clear that this type of experi
ment is still too rare and that the reactor relevance of particle exhaust schemes ought 
to receive attention from more devices. 
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12. OTHER REACTOR ISSUES 

(a) Resonant interaction of global Alfvén gap modes with a particles is a potential 
threat for sustaining ignition in a reactor. The threshold for the instability is well 
described by theory. Experiments using NBI or ICRH in the minority regime 
have verified the linear characteristics of the instability. It is much less clear 
what will be the consequences of the instability for confinement of a particles. 
In DIII-D up to 50% of the NBI induced fusion yield is lost in the form of large 
bursts where j8fast ~ 2 x 10 "2. In TFTR, toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes induced 
by the toroidal precession of trapped orbits of minority ions created by ICRH 
(Fig. 14) led only to small losses. The DIII-D experiments demonstrated that 
the instability can be quenched by the development of a peaked current profile, 
which induces damping via coupling to the Alfvén continuum. 

(b) AC tokamak operation. In support of the semicontinuous reactor scenario men
tioned in Section 2, JET demonstrated a reliable reversal of the tokamak current 
and the establishment of a second current plateau (2 MA). The dwell time 
between the current quench and the following breakdown can be made short and 
the reversal phase (between two flat-tops) could be completed in 5 s. No 
deleterious effects of impurities have been observed. The requirement to oper
ate ITER in the AC mode would imply an increase by 0.5 m of the transformer 
radius. 

(c) Fast ion losses and confinement degradation due to toroidal field ripples. 
JT-60U, TFTR and JET have reported new results on the effects of the toroidal 
ripple on fast particle losses and on confinement. In addition to first orbit losses, 
stochastic losses may occur for particles in the MeV range. The observed losses 
appear in line with theoretical predictions for stochastic losses of tritons (JET, 
TFTR) and ICRH induced fast ions (JET). However, unexpected effects have 
been observed, such as delayed losses (TFTR) or poor H mode performance at 
high field ripple (JET, JT-60U). When JET is operated with 16 coils instead of 
the usual 32 coils, it is impossible to obtain an ELM free H mode. The confine
ment is poor and the toroidal rotation is quenched. Similar effects are seen in 
JT-60U: high performance discharges are only obtained with smaller plasmas 
displaced on the high field side in order to avoid regions of high ripple. The 
physics mechanism for the degradation remains to be resolved. However, these 
results are a strong incentive to conceive ITER with a ripple well below the 
value that would be required to suppress the stochastic losses. 

13. OVERALL PROGRESS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This IAEA conference will remain a memorable one, being marked by the first 
tritium experiment and by considerable progress from a worldwide experimental 
programme. Figure 15 illustrates the highest fusion yield achieved to date. It also 
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FIG. 15. Neutron flux during the first two tritium shots (JET). The peak fusion power reached 1.7 MW; 
nj/nD = 0.11 (paper A-2-1). 
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shows that the next task ahead of us is to make progress on the stationarity of high 
yield operation. 

Figure 16 gives a global view of the progress in fusion power over the years. 
The JET results obtained with a T/D ratio of 11% will soon be surpassed by new 
progress from TFTR and JET. A fusion power in excess of 10 MW appears to be 
within reach in the next two years, when 50% D/T ratios will be used for the first 
time. ITER will produce 100 times more power and the burn time will need to be 
considerably extended. The extension of the pulse duration raises the most difficult 
challenge before the next IAEA conference. Meeting the challenge will imply placing 
the emphasis on edge and divertor physics, profile control and steady state operation 
using current drive, and experimental and technical advances in power and particle 
exhaust. Finally, I have no doubt that transport physics will continue to fascinate 
many of us, although our practical experience, which has been earned the hard way, 
appears nearly adequate to define the ignition regime. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Considerable progress has been made in the areas of helical systems, RFPs, 
compact toroids, mirrors and other types of magnetic confinement system during the 
past two years. Some thirty papers were presented on alternative magnetic confine
ment systems; about twenty of these were from stellarators, torsatrons/heliotrons and 
heliacs. The main topics are related to MHD equilibrium and stability (CHS, 
Wendelstein 7-AS (W7-AS) and ATF), transport (ATF, CHS, Heliotron-E (H-E), 
W7-AS and U-3M), confinement improvement (W7-AS, CHS and H-E), the density 
limit (W7-AS and ASDEX), divertors (W7-AS, W7-X and the Large Helical Device 
(LHD)) and configuration (TJ-I and TJ-II). Seven papers from RFP research reported 
many important results on MHD mode behaviour (MST), the dynamo mechanism 
(REPUTE-1), anomalous ion heating and energetic electrons (MST) and the reduc
tion of the loop voltage anomaly (TPE-1RM20), as well as first results from RFX. 
Two papers from mirror research (GAMMA 10 and HIEI) and two papers on 
FRC/compact toroid research (Large s Experiment (LSX) and spheromaks) were 
presented. 

Each concept has been developed with the focus on its particular areas of con
cern (including its merits and demerits). Among these are: 

(a) Confinement of current free plasmas, through the solution of various problems 
arising from the non-axisymmetry in helical systems; 

(b) Sustainment of high (3 plasma by the control of high level intrinsic magnetic 
fluctuations in RFPs; 

(c) Containment of high j6 plasma in a configuration with good accessibility, with 
the resolution of difficulties in startup and various gross instabilities in FRCs 
and compact toroids; 

(d) Plasma confinement in open ended devices with good accessibility, with the 
reduction of transport along magnetic field lines in mirrors. 

On the other hand, many of the results obtained in the research on alternative 
magnetic confinement systems contribute to promoting a better understanding of the 
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physics common to magnetically confined plasmas, for example on the following 
topics: 

(1) Anomalous transport, various improved confinement modes (H-mode-like, 
IOC-mode-like and others) and the density limit, studied in helical systems; 

(2) MHD instability behaviour and transport due to magnetic fluctuations in RFPs; 
(3) Effects of electric fields on confinement, studied in mirrors. 

Good examples of work along these lines presented at this conference are a new 
theoretical model for anomalous transport due to MHD turbulence taking into 
account dissipation and application to helical systems and tokamaks, and a compara
tive study of edge turbulence in various toroidal devices. 

Fusion research is now going into a new phase with the research on D-T ignited 
plasmas in ITER, but many problems of physics and technology still remain to be 
resolved. Research on alternative approaches should have as its first principle the 
realization of a better fusion reactor, and at the same time it is important that this 
research contribute to ITER through the integration of a database to further under
standing of the overall physics of fusion plasmas. 

TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF HELICAL DEVICES 

Vm i(0)/i(a) R/a (m) B (T) Heating 

ÑBI ËCH 
(keV/MW) (GHz/MW) 

27/4.0 53/0.4 

106/0.2 

40/2 53/0.4 

40/1.5 53/0.4 

(Alfvén wave/ICRF, 
0.2 MW) 

/ l k W 

50/1.5 70/0.8 
140/0.5 

2.45/5 kW 

H-E (Japan) 2/19 

ATF (USA) 2/12 

CHS (Japan) 2/8 

U-3M (Ukraine) 3/9 

IMS (USA) 3/7 

W7-AS (Germany) /5 

TU-Heliac (Japan) 1/4 

TJ-IU (Spain) 1/6 

TJ-II (Spain) 1/4 

0.5/2.5 2.2/0.2 2 

0.3/1.0 2.1/0.27 2 

0.3/1.0 1.0/0.2 2 

0.2/ 1.0/0.12 1.2 

0.0/0.6 0.4/0.04 0.6 

0.3/0.6 2.0/0.2 2.5 

0.48/0.08 0.35 

0.14/0.4 0.6/0.1 1.0 

0.96/2.48 1.5/0.2 1.0 
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2. SUMMARY OF HELICAL SYSTEM RESEARCH 

Great progress has been made in helical system fusion research (stellarators, 
heliotrons/torsatrons and helical axis configurations) during the past two years with 
respect to both experiment and theory. In addition to the extension of the plasma 
parameter range towards higher density, higher temperature and longer confinement 
time, many important results were reported from studies on key physics areas such 
as MHD behaviour, confinement (scaling, transport, improved modes and edge 
transport), density limit, impurity control and divertors. These results contribute 
significantly not only to the development of the helical system concept itself but also 
to increased knowledge of toroidal plasma physics. 

Experiments were reported from CHS, ATF and H-E (heliotron/torsatron), 
W7-AS (advanced stellarator) and a rather small heliac. Studies on configuration 
were carried out in LHD, W7-X and TJ-II. The device parameters are listed in 
Table I. 
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TABLE II. MAJOR DEVICE PARAMETERS FOR NEXT GENERATION 
EXPERIMENTS 

Location 

Type 

Special design features 

Special physics features 

Ro(m) 
a0 (m) 
B0(T) 
Pulse length (s) 
Aspect ratio 
m number 
Magnetic energy (GJ) 
Heating power (MW) 

LHD 

Toki, Japan 

i = 2 heliotron 

Superconducting coils, 
built-in divertor 

High beta, improved confinement 

3.9 
0.55-0.65 
3.0 
5-oo 

6-7 
10 
1 
20 

W7-X (proposed) 

Garching, Germany 

Modular stellarator 

Modular, non-planar coils, 
helical axis 

Helias optimization 

5.5 
0.5 
3.0 
>10 
10 
5 
0.6 
20-30 

As is shown in Fig. 1, the plasma parameter ranges have been enlarged, by the 
progress in physics and technology, towards higher density and higher temperature 
(Te ~ 3 keV, T¡ ~ 1 keV, n ~ 3 X 1020 m"3, TE ~ 40 ms, </3> ~ 2%, 
realized in R/a = 1-2/0.2-0.3 m, 2 T devices), aiming at parameters close to fusion 
reactor relevant conditions. 

As the next step, the superconducting LHD (heliotron/torsatron, R/a = 3.9/ 
0.6 m, 3-4 T, 20 MW heating) is now under construction in Japan and the advanced 
stellarator W7-X (R/a = 5.5/0.55 m, 3 T, 20 MW) is planned in Germany. The 
parameters of these devices are shown in Table II. 

2.1. MHD behaviour 

MHD equilibrium is studied for the higher /3 range by the development of high 
power heating physics and technologies. The main subjects for MHD equilibrium 
research are the experimental verification of the maximum limit of (3 without gross 
destruction of magnetic surfaces and the effect of distorted magnetic surfaces on 
transport. 

In CHS, the MHD equilibrium properties are experimentally studied in a 
higher /3 range up to j30 ~ 6%, </3> ~ 2% (the corresponding Shafranov shift 
A/a ~ 0.4). These results and the outward shift of the plasma boundary observed are 
well explained by a 3-D free boundary MHD code (paper C-2-2), although the finite 
beam pressure due to insufficient relaxation of NBI ions is included. 
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F/G. 2. Comparison of Shafranov shift from experiment with that computed from MHD codes. 

W7-AS also presented data on the Shafranov shift up to </S> ~ 1.2%, 
A/a ~ 0.25, with a clear demonstration of the reduction of the Shafranov shift due 
to the reduction of (ji/jx)2- These two experiments confirm that the global 
equilibrium properties in helical systems can be predicted well by MHD theory 
(paper C-2-1) (Fig. 2). 

In helical systems, stability is maintained by the competition among the mag
netic hill induced by the helical bumpiness, magnetic shear and the magnetic well due 
to the toroidicity. 

In CHS the resistive interchange modes are observed as b/Bp ~ 10 ~3, m < 4, 
n < 3 and are resonant with m = nq in the edge magnetic hill region. But these 
modes have no significant impact on confinement and the plasma pressure could be 
raised, following the LHD scaling, in spite of the increase in b/Bp (paper C-2-2). 
The possibility of self-stabilization (second stability regime) is examined in ATF 
experiments through studies on the favourable additional & dependence in gyro-
reduced Bohm scaling (paper C-l-1), but more direct experimental demonstration 
is needed. 

In W7-AS, resistive interchange modes are also observed, with m/n = 3/1 in 

NBI plasmas at <j3> ~ 1%. However, no significant effect on confinement was 

found. On the other hand, the observation of the tearing mode in W7-AS current 
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carrying plasmas (ECCD and bootstrap current, Ip — 18 kA, qi ~ 5, qtot ~ 2) is 
another important result in that there is a possibility of the enhancement of the same 
kind of instabilities in high density, high temperature plasmas in future devices 
(paper C-2-1). 

At present in most experiments the plasma pressure is determined by the 
confinement rather than the limitation of /3 due to gross MHD instability. Experi
ments close to the P limit should be carried out by increasing the heating power input 
in order to study whether self-stabilization does in fact work in high ¡3 regimes or 
whether MHD activity degrades the confinement. 

2.2. Confinement 

Confinement research has been carried out in much wider parameter ranges, 
n < (2-3) X 1020 m~3, Te < 2-3 keV, T¡ < 1 keV, </3> ~ 2%, v* > 10~3, in 
various devices using the upgraded heating techniques NBI (several megawatts), 
ECH (< 140 GHz, < 1 MW) and ICRF. 

The collisionality parameter v* (= qR/X) normalized by the bounce frequency 
is in the regime v* < 10~3 for electrons, as is shown in Fig. 3. 
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The scalings for the global energy confinement obtained so far are TLHD> 
TW7.AS, TGRB and TLG. Common features of these scalings are power degradation, 
favourable dependence on plasma density n and a2R-like dependence. 

The thermal conductivity x derived from the above mentioned TE and other 
results x(r) from local power balance analyses are characterized by: (1) the dimen
sional dependence x ~ T3/2/B2 (gyro-reduced Bohm) and (2) the increase of x 
towards the edge region. 

CHS and H-E increased the database to confirm the LHD scaling by obtaining 
the result that the averaged /3exp ~ (3hnD up to 2% and a2 dependence by changing 
the plasma radius using an additional toroidal field and a movable limiter 
(papers C-l-2, C-2-2). 

Transport studies in ATF using the wide flexibility of configuration and 
ECH modulation to control the dimensionless parameters v* and ]3 showed 
TE — •?*GRB*'*-O'4003- The dependences one* and j3 were discussed in relation to 
resistive MHD turbulence and transport and self-stabilization (papers C-l-1, C-l-3). 
However, the data are too preliminary to identify the resistive mode as the main 
source of anomalous transport: (1) The high frequency (kp ~ 1) fluctuation should 
be measured more directly. (2) The limiter experiment in H-E, which includes the 
unfavourable hill region, still shows LHD scaling. This still requires a self-consistent 
theoretical explanation. (3) The mechanism of the improved confinement, 1.4TLHD> 

observed with the inward shift of the magnetic axis (increasing the hill region) in H-E 
should be determined. (The same results were obtained in ATF and CHS 
(paper C-l-2).) 

On the other hand, a new theoretical model (paper C-l-4) was presented to 
explain the scaling of confinement in helical systems. The stability against the inter
change mode was studied by the introduction of the plasma dissipation term x, M (i°n 

viscosity), X (current diffusivity) and resistivity r¡. It was found that the current 
diffusive interchange mode has large effects in higher modes and in higher tempera
ture plasmas. The transport due to this mode was examined, and the derived 
X formula is x ~ F(p)(d/3/dp)3/2ô2vAR-1, where ôs is the collisionless skin depth, 
vA is the Alfvén velocity and F(p) is the configuration related parameter. F(p) is 
almost constant in heliotrons/torsatrons owing to the balance between the shear 
strength and the magnetic hill effect. The derived results from this model: 
(i) x ~ T3/2/B2R, (ii) x ~ {(nT)7n}3/2 increases at the edge region, and 
(iii) the estimated rE ~ A0-2B°-8n°-6a2R<F>0-4, are in good qualitative agreement 
with experimental results. 

The confinement scalings obtained empirically in present experiments require 
a machine of too large size for a reactor. Various approaches are being tried to 
find a good confinement operation mode. 

The most important finding presented at the conference was the indication of 
H-mode-like phenomena in 140 GHz ECH plasmas in W7-AS obtained by careful 
gas control (paper C-l-7). The observed results are: (1) a sudden drop in the Ha 

signal, (2) an increase in electron and ion temperatures at the edge, (3) a sudden drop 
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in the magnetic fluctuation, (4) speeding up of the plasma poloidal rotation and, of 
course, an increase in Wp by about a factor of 1.4. The same kinds of phenomena 
were reported from CHS and were obtained by using additional Ohmic current to 
control the configuration (paper C-l-7). Typical data of H-mode-like operation in 
W7-AS ECH experiments are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Another type of improvement (called plasma 'reheat' phenomena) was observed 
in CHS and was discussed in comparison with the IOC mode in tokamaks 
(paper C-2-5). The observed plasma behaviour, including the decrease in Ha after 
turning off the gas feed, the increase in Te/T¡ at the edge and the increase in Wp, 
is similar to results in W7-AS, but the density profile is more peaked and impurity 
accumulation is observed. In H-E, confinement improvement by profile control is 
also examined in two experiments — density profile control using multiple pellet 
injection and temperature profile control by localized ECH of 106 GHz at the centre. 
Both experiments show improvement by a factor of 1.4 (paper C-l-2). 

H-mode-like operation is sensitive to edge conditions depending on whether the 
plasma is limiter dominated or separatrix dominated. This mode of operation should 
be studied in more detail and should be tried in CHS, in which the boundary is 
touching the wall, or in H-E, in which a rather clean helical divertor structure 
separates the plasma from the wall. Further study of plasma profile control is also 
important. 

The old and continuing key problem is the orbit loss of high energy particles 
because of the non-symmetry in toroidal helical devices. An experiment has been 
carried out in CHS, in which this problem is most crucial because of its strong 
toroidicity, using NBI with variable injection angles. The results show the monotonie 
decrease in Wp as the injection angle is varied from tangential to perpendicular, and 
no buildup of strong Er due to fast ion loss (paper C-2-4). 

In H-E it was confirmed in NBI heated plasmas that the orbit of fast ions with 
the pitch angle Vx/V ~ 1 coincides with the contour of Bmin = const. The resonant 
depletion measured in the energy spectrum of fast ions, which is observed in the case 
of limiter insertion, is well explained by coh + wExB ~ 0 (paper C-4-1). These 
experimental results for energetic particle confinement are in good agreement with 
theoretical predictions, and the effort to optimize particle confinement, especially 
focusing on the configuration itself, should be extended. 

In another new experiment, fast ion loss is observed associated with inter
change mode activity in H-E (paper C-4-1). In W7-AS, a low frequency mode with 
a sharp spectrum at several tens of kilohertz was found and is considered to be a 
global Alfvén eigenmode excited by NBI fast ions (paper C-2-1). Although no special 
degradation in confinement is observed at present, both experiments should be 
studied further for the realization of high temperature plasma in future. 

2.3. Edge plasma transport and impurity control 

Systematic studies of edge plasma transport are being carried out in W7-AS. 
In the case of limiter dominated plasma, t < 1/2, x a nd D are evaluated by 
comparison between the observed profile of Te(r)/Iis(r) (ion saturation current) and 
the results of 1-D and DEGAS codes. The estimated x and D values match well 
those in the core region (paper C-2-3). 
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The impurity level was successfully suppressed using a BC limiter and a 
B coated wall instead of a TiC limiter and a SUS wall. Prad/Ptot and Zeff are 
reduced from 20%, 4 to <6%, 2. However, in the case oft > 1/2, where the last 
closed magnetic surface separates the plasma from the wall/limiter (separatrix domi
nated), the plasma heat and particle flows are localized along the helical strip to hit 
the narrow area at the unprotected wall, and the impurity level is increased 
(paper C-2-3). In experiments in helical devices with a clean divertor structure, such 
as LHD, these results should be taken into account. 

The edge transport in helical systems has various features in common with 
tokamak plasmas. Studies of the general properties of turbulence and transport in the 
edge/SOL region have been carried out in tokamak, stellarator and RFP devices 
(paper C-4-10). The experimental findings, such as kp ~ 0.05-0.1 and 
ñ/n — l/kLn, were carefully examined. The parameter g (= (XQO)!^2), which 
corresponds to the skin time for the mode, is estimated to be less than 1 and the 
fluctuation is found to be electrostatic. Another subject of investigation is the ratio 
of electron energy conduction to convection, f. The values of f are 0.2-0.4 in 
tokamaks, but in ATF Ç > 0.4 (Lp/L,, > 2), suggesting the destruction of 
magnetic surfaces in the SOL region (paper C-4-10). 
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FIG. 5. Maximum line averaged density of NBI heated plasmas in ASDEX and W7-AS. 
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2.4. Studies on the density limit 

Detailed study has been carried out on the density limit in helical systems in 
comparison with tokamak results, because high density operation is favourable in 
helical systems, TE ~ n°7. In addition, plasma operation near the density limit ends 
in the form of a thermal collapse (soft landing) and does not induce serious problems 
compared with the case of tokamaks, in which the hard onset of disruption appears. 

Various trials have been carried out on the control of plasma-wall interaction. 
The use of C and B wall coatings and of a BC limiter reduces the radiative loss 
greatly, and the plasma density goes up to (2-3) x 1014 cm - 3 . 

The power dependence is P 0 5 , which is in agreement with the empirical scal
ing n ~ 0.25(PB/a2R)05 (paper C-2-6), as is shown in Fig. 5. 

2.5. Divertor studies 

Divertor studies are being carried out for the next generation large scale helical 
systems LHD (under construction) and W7-X (in planning). In the next step, the 
divertor will be the key element not only for heat and particle removal in long 
pulse/steady state high temperature plasmas, but also for confinement improvement, 
such as H-mode-like or other operation. 

A rather clean helical magnetic divertor is formed in LHD and the possibility 
was shown for conventional cold/high density divertor operation with edge radiative 
cooling and a quite new kind of operation with a high temperature/low n divertor 
with strong pumping and fuelling into the central region of the plasma (paper C-4-2). 

Another type of divertor concept is being studied in W7-X, in which field line 
structure is complicated because of multiharrnonic helical fields. But even in this 
configuration, it was shown that the divertor structure can be formed along the helical 
strip called the helical trough/wedge, and the experimental results on this in W7-AS 
were presented (papers C-l-6, C-2-3). 

2.6. Other configuration studies 

Theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out on other types of 
helical system, especially helical axis configurations. MHD stability and transport 
were studied for the TJ-II device (N = 4 heliac, R/a = 1.5/0.2 m, B = 1 T, under 
construction), the experiments of which will contribute significantly to the W7-X 
programme (paper C-1-5-1). A basic experiment on magnetic islands was reported 
from a small heliac device (paper C-1-5-2). A study was also presented on another 
helical axis configuration, a compact helical axis torsatron using L = ±1 fields 
(paper C-1-5-2). 
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2.7. Concluding remarks 

Progress in helical systems during the past two years may be summarized 
as follows. Plasma parameters are Te0 ~ 3 keV, Ti0 ~ 1.5 keV, nemax ~ 
3 x 1014 cm - 3 , TE ~ 40 ms; the confinement properties are studied in the regimes 
of dimensionless parameters p* (=qR/X) > 10~3, /30 < 6%, /3 < 2%. 

(a) jS is limited not by gross MHD instabilities but by the capabilities of heating 
methods in present experiments, so the ¡3 limit should be studied further with 
upgraded heating systems. 

(b) Several confinement scalings were presented, and especially gyro-reduced 
Bohm transport was examined experimentally. A new model based on current-
diffusivity-induced MHD turbulence can well explain the experiments. Various 
indications of confinement improvement, such as the H mode and the IOC 
mode, were presented. Studies on operational limits, e.g. the density limit, have 
just started and should be extended further to examine the feasible operation 
scenarios of a helical system fusion reactor. 

(c) Edge transport is similar to that in tokamaks. More detailed studies should be 
carried out, focusing on the effect of ergodized field lines or natural islands, and 
on the feasibility of the divertor in helical systems. 

(d) The various databases should be integrated and used for the next generation 
devices such as LHD (experiments will begin in 1997) and W7-X (in planning). 
Various physics aspects in helical systems are common also to tokamaks, such 
as MHD behaviour (pressure driven modes) and confinement. Closer collabora
tion would be beneficial to both areas of research. 

TABLE III. REPRESENTATIVE RFP DEVICES 

Minor radius Plasma current Pulse length Features 

Reversatron (USA) 

Extrap-1 (Sweden) 

REPUTE (Japan) 

STP-3M (Japan) 

TPE-1RM20 (Japan) 

TPE-2M (Japan) 

Extrap-2 (Sweden) 

MST (USA) 

RFX (Italy) 

(m) 

0.08 

0.06 

0.22 

0.08 

0.19 

0.20 

0.18 

0.5 

0.46 

(MA) 

0.03 

0.05 

0.48 

0.17 

0.15 

0.2 

0.3 

0.6 

2.0 

(ms) 

< 1 

< 1 

3 

10 

15 

20 

<80 

250 

Thick/thin shell 

High j , R/a 

Highj 

Close shell (begun 1992) 

Poloidal divertor (begun 1992) 

Under construction 

Large, medium current 

Large, high current 
(begun 1992) 
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3. SUMMARY OF RFP RESEARCH 

The RFP is a representative axisymmetric torus, in which most of both confin
ing fields Bp and Bt (Bp ~ Bt, the safety factor q < 1) is produced by a relatively 
high plasma current under a weakly applied toroidal field and Bt changes its direc
tion at the reversal surface inside the plasma. 

The equilibrium configuration realized in experiments is well explained by the 
Taylor minimum energy relaxed state. The principal mechanism which sustains such 
a state, resisting the diffusion of the toroidal magnetic field, has become under
standable, but the details are still under study. 

Progress has been made in understanding the processes of the heating and 
confinement of plasmas through various experiments during the past two years, but 
details are still not clear, because existing high level fluctuations make it difficult to 
resolve each subject separately. 
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The parameters of existing representative RFP devices are shown in 
Table III. The plasma parameters obtained in these devices are: Te ~ T¡ < 1 keV, 
n ~ 1013-1014 cm - 3 and rE < 2 ms. The confinement times obtained in various 
RFP devices are compared with the confinement scaling based on constant /3P, as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

The majority of the experimental research presented at the conference was 
directed towards promoting physics understanding, in anticipation of the first results 
of the RFX device as the testing device for the confinement scaling of the RFP to 
the high current regime. 

3.1. MHD behaviour and the dynamo mechanism 

Precise measurements and analyses were carried out for MHD modes, which 
are considered to play an important role in many key processes of dynamo action, 
transport, ion anomalous heating and so on. 

In MST, the measurement of three-wave mode coupling in k space for the 
magnetic fluctuations b, identified as tearing modes from the radial profile of the 
k spectrum oft», reveals that dominant couplings in m (poloidal mode number) space 
(mf + m2 = m3) are (1,1,2) and (— 1,2,1), and many modes couple in n (toroidal 
mode number) space, leading to cascade/turbulence. Typical results are shown in 
Fig. 7, and these results are well explained by analyses of MHD computational data. 

Current density fluctuations are also measured in the outer region. The low 
frequency j shows global mode behaviour, while at high frequency the n values 
change sign across the reversal surface and modes are resonant and localized for each 
q value (paper C-3-1). 

In TPE-1RM20, a wall locked, single helical mode with m/n = 1/7 (resonant 
at the centre) was observed to grow before the dynamo relaxation in the high pinch 
parameter 0 (> 1.7) case and was not observed for 9 < 1.7. These results suggest 
that the MHD mode behaviour is different in high and low pinch parameter regions 
(paper C-4-3). 

In REPUTE, concerning observed fluctuations (m/n = 1/7-9, tearing modes), 
velocity fluctuations v are studied by O(V) Doppler shift measurements in the 
core region and by Ê measurements (v ~ Ë/B) using Langmuir probes in the outer 
region. Anomalous resistivity ryn - En estimated by other methods is compared 
with the measured values of <v X B> in the core and outer regions. As shown in 
Fig. 8, <v x B> is roughly equal to rçjj — En in the core region but is too small in 
the outer region to identify the MHD dynamo (paper C-3-3). 

A numerical non-linear MHD model describing the global energy circulation in 
the RFP, including transport and heating, was proposed (paper C-3-4-1). Theoretical 
simulation using a non-linear resistive MHD code indicates that the averaged mean 
flow velocity, which is induced by j x b and vVv interaction, contributes to the 
dynamo through the change in phase relation between v and b to increase the 
correlation (paper C-3-4-2). 
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(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 7. Bicoherence of (a) poloidal and (b) toroidal MHD modes in RFP plasma (MST). 
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3.2. Suprathermal electrons 

Studies on suprathermal electrons, which are considered as another candidate 
for carrying the parallel current, have been carried out on MST using soft X ray 
analysis for the central region and an electrostatic energy analyser (EEA) for the edge 
region. The results show some difference from previous work, for example a shifted 
Maxwellian distribution (a half-Maxwellian one in ZT-40M) and a large value of 
nh/nbulk (—1% in HBTX). In the core region the ratio of the density of energetic 
electrons to the bulk density nh/nbulk is sensitive to the bulk density and E/Ecr, 
while Th/Tbuik ~ const. In the outer region Th — T(0)bulk, nh ~ 0.1n(a)bulk and 
Vd/Vth ~ 0.4. The fact that the estimated current carried by suprathermal electrons 
is half of the total edge current and its increase by a factor of 5 during discrete 
dynamo events may suggest a significant contribution by suprathermal electrons 
to the dynamo effect (papers C-3-2, C-3-3). 

3.3. Anomalous ion heating 

Anomalous ion heating was studied in two devices — MST and REPUTE. The 
result that T¡ increases with a decrease in plasma density is common to both experi
ments but the interpretations of the mechanism for ion heating are different. 

The REPUTE experiment indicates the scaling T¡ ~ 0.36n~0,3V,o55 and 
direct ion heating in accordance with the magnetic reconnection model can explain 
the ion power balance, while in MST the increase in T¡ during discrete dynamo 
events may be associated with fluctuation damping at ai ~ coci, and the result 
suggests the cyclotron damping of magnetic fluctuations whose energy is fed through 
the forward cascade from the fluctuation energy at low frequencies (papers C-3-2, 
C-3-3). The latter model is discussed in the simulation studies (paper C-3-4-1). 

3.4. Reduction of the loop voltage anomaly (paper C-4-3) 

TPE-1RM15 was upgraded to TPE-1RM20 in order to obtain shell proximity 
as close as possible by the modification of the device parameters as follows: 
R/a (m) (0.7/0.137 - 0.75/0.192), b/a (1.18 - 1.08) and the use of a triple shell 
structure. 

The main result of the TPE-1RM20 experiment is the improvement of the 
energy confinement time TE by a factor of 2.5 by the reduction of anomalous loop 
voltage in operating conditions with the same values of plasma current, density and 
temperature as those in TPE-1RM15. The big difference comes from the reduction 
of the magnetic fluctuation level ((Br/Bpa)

2 ~ 1/10 at f < 10 kHz, and 1/3-1/4 on 
average) due to a closer proximity of the shell to the plasma. These results can be 
explained by the predictions of the helicity leakage model. 
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3.5. Transport studies 

Magnetic fluctuations, which are a necessary factor to sustain the RFP configu
ration in present experiments, on the other hand yield a highly developed stochastic 
magnetic field and induce large diffusion to limit the energy confinement time to 
about 1 ms in present sized devices, but the clarification of the true mechanisms 
involved and a quantitative evaluation are subjects still to be studied. 

The results of transport studies were presented from several experiments and 
from theoretical work. 

The heat flux q(b/B) for electrons is estimated on the basis of magnetic 
fluctuation induced transport as 2 MW/m2, roughly equal to that from power 
balance calculations (paper C-3-3). 

As for the particle transport, the results of measurements of <j x Br>, which 
is the difference between r¡ and Te, show that <j x Br> ~ 0 and the diffusion is 
ambipolar. As a consequence of the ambipolarity, the fluctuation induced particle 
transport is considered to be small (paper C-3-1). On the other hand, in REPUTE 
the estimation of T as <Ê x ñ/B> is in good agreement with rp from Ha measure
ments (paper C-3-3). An interesting theoretical study has been done for SOL plasmas 
in various toroidal devices such as tokamaks, stellarators and RFPs that suggests 
that the dominant fluctuation in RFP plasmas is the magnetic fluctuation 
(paper C-4-10). 

3.6. Concluding remarks 

Progress in physics understanding for RFP plasmas has been made in many 
areas, such as MHD fluctuations, the dynamo mechanism, fluctuation induced trans
port, energetic electron production and anomalous ion heating. But the inherent 
characteristics of highly self-sustained/organized plasmas show very complicated 
behaviour and the observed phenomena are strongly coupled. So the development of 
new means to control a plasma is important in order to obtain a certain specified 
process. 

The initial results from RFX were presented (paper C-3-7). The parameters are 
Ip ~ 500 kA, n ~ 2 x 1013 cm"3, Te ~ 400 eV, T¡ ~ 300 eV and rE ~ 2 ms. 
It will be clarified at full operation conditions (2 MA) in the RFX experiment 
whether the favourable processes for good confinement — the increase in Ip, Te/Ti5 

the magnetic Reynolds number and rE, and the reduction of the magnetic fluctuation 
level — are realized according to the present scaling prediction or not. 
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4. SUMMARY OF MIRROR AND FRC/COMPACT TOROID RESEARCH 

4.1. Mirrors 

A mirror machine is developed as a confining configuration for fusion plasmas 
with a simple and open ended structure. The advantages of mirror configurations are: 

(a) High $ plasmas can be stably confined. 
(b) Steady state operation is possible. 
(c) Removal of ash and heat is easy. 
(d) The fusion output as charged particles can be effectively extracted through an 

expanded divertor at both ends, and mirror concepts and FRCs allow a fusion 
reactor using advanced fuels such as D-3He. 

(e) The straight structure including magnetic coil systems is convenient from the 
viewpoint of technology. 

On the other hand the confinement, in particular the confinement along the field 
lines, is a critical problem, and one possible way developed to suppress the parallel 
transport is the use of a plasma potential formed along the field lines. 

The tandem mirror concept consists of two parts: the MHD stability is main
tained by the minimum B cells, called the anchor, and the combination of potential 
structures of the thermal barrier (relatively negative potential) for electron confine
ment and the plug potential (positive potential) to confine ions. Recent results were 
reported from the experiments on two mirror devices — GAMMA 10 and HIEI 
(paper C-4-7). 

The GAMMA 10 device is the largest mirror of tandem concept in operation 
at present. Recently achieved parameters are summarized as follows: the density nc 

is 5 X 1018 m~3, the ion temperature is up to 5.6 keV, the plug potential 
0C ~ 2 kV, the barrier potential </>b ~ 1.4 kV, the discharge duration is 100 ms 
and the potential sustainment time is extended to 55 ms. 

(1) The MHD stability of the tandem mirror was examined by varying the plasma 
pressure in the central main plasma and anchor plasmas using intense ICH. 
New results were obtained by extending the parameter regimes, and the stability 
for flute interchange modes in highly anisotropic plasmas was studied in detail. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the results indicate that the plasma is stable up to 
& ~ 4/3A for anisotropic plasmas, while j8c — 0.17j8A for the isotropic case. 
The Alfvén ion cyclotron mode is observed in these anisotropic plasmas and the 
threshold of the excitation experimentally observed is in good agreement with 
the theory. 

(2) The key issue for confinement is the axial confinement along the field lines by 
the thermal barrier and plug potential, and both the potentials (maximum 
0C ~ 2 kV and <f>h ~ 1.4 kV) are formed by the plug ECH without using 
conventional sloshing ion beams. The density dependence of the potential was 
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examined and scaled as </>c + 0b ~ n"0 , 2 1^ - 0 '7 9?, where nc, nb and P are the 
density of the central and the barrier plasma and the plug ECH power. The 
experimental data are shown in Fig. 10. 

The estimated confinement time from the ion loss measured at the end is in good 
agreement with the Pastukhov scaling using the observed potentials. 

The dependence of <j> on the density and ECH power shows the possibility of 
operation in higher density regimes in future, if the barrier density is not strongly 
coupled with the central plasma. 

In another rather small, symmetric mirror device, HIEI, the helicon/fast wave 
is launched in the central cell. At the mirror throat, the fast wave is mode converted 
to the slow wave, which heats ions in the central cell, and some part of the fast wave 
passing through the mirror throat heats the plug electrons to form the plug potential. 

As for the radial transport, the fluctuations due to drift waves in GAMMA 10 
are observed to be suppressed by the radial electric field associated with the buildup 
of the confining potential. These processes are well confirmed by the experiment on 
potential control by the use of biased end plates. An experiment on suppression of 
the fluctuations was also carried out in HIEI, by biasing the limiter which encircles 
the plasma in the central region to control the radial electric field. 

To summarize mirror research: the confining potential is formed with ECH 
(GAMMA 10) or ICRF (HIEI) only and its weak dependence on the density and 
linear dependence on RF power make it possible to operate in the higher density 
regimes relevant to fusion plasmas. The extension of the plasma duration makes it 
possible to study detailed mechanisms of the confinement processes in the steady 
sustained state of a mirror plasma and, for example, the modulation of the heating 
power during operation can be examined to estimate the energy confinement time 
directly. 

4.2. FRCs and compact toroids 

The FRC concept is characterized by two key features: (1) toroidal structure 
for plasma confinement, and (2) linear, open ended structure for particle and heat 
removal. 

Recent progress was reported at the conference on the following (paper C-4-5): 

(a) The successful formation of FRC plasmas with large s, where s is the ratio of 
the plasma radial size to the ion Larmor radius, has been realized by careful 
control of the pre-ionization stage, maintaining the radial/axial uniformity of 
various parameters. The plasma parameters produced are Te ~ 600 eV, 
T¡ ~ 1 keV, ne ~ 1015 cm"3, /3 ~ 0.7 and TP - 1 ms (TE ~ 0.5 ms). 

(b) The confinement scaling law has been examined with an extended s value up 
to 5. The confinement time is scaled as rE ~ 33x^A2rf]6/p¡M for s < 5 and 
is different from the previous data which show degradation in the s > 3 range. 
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F/G. 77. Particle lifetime of FRC plasmas. 

The particle lifetimes observed for a wide range of plasma parameters are 
summarized by this scaling as indicated in Fig. 11. 

A quite new and interesting method for FRC plasma formation, which is a 
completely different approach from the conventional pinch type production using a 
fast condenser bank power supply, has been developed (paper C-4-4). Two 
spheromak plasmas with helicity in opposite directions are merged into one toroidal 
ring plasma. The merging process results in two types of relaxed state, depending 
on the ratio of the absolute values of toroidal flux trapped in the two spheromaks. 
One is the Taylor minimum energy state of the spheromak configuration, when the 
ratio is larger than the critical value; in the other case (where the ratio is close to 
unity) the two spheromaks merge to an FRC which is also considered to be in a 
relaxed state. The advantages of this method are the slow formation, the production 
of a large s ( > 10) FRC plasma and possible long pulse operation by the use of an 
OH transformer installed at the centre of the axis. 

The FRC is considered to be an ideal configuration for a fusion reactor because 
of its high )3 stability, toroidally closed confinement, linear, open ended divertor 
and simple linear structure. An FRC plasma is characterized by its robust nature 
and stability. So control methods should be developed further for the production, 
heating and stabilization of FRC plasmas. 
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5. SUMMARY OF Z PINCH AND RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON 
BEAM RESEARCH 

Successful results were reported on the stability of a high density Z pinch 
discharge achieved by the use of an annular preformed low density plasma 
surrounding a wire. This current carrying plasma shell suppresses the m = 0 
instability. Theoretical studies were also carried out on the equilibrium and 
stability of m = 0, m = 1 modes in Z pinch plasmas. In the near future, a 
2.4 MV/2 MA/200 ns Marx generator system will be applied to study Z pinch 
experiments under conditions relevant to fusion and radiative collapse (paper C-4-6). 

Experiments on high density and high energy density plasmas have been carried 
out using relativistic electron beam (~1 MeV, 100 kJ) injection on the GOL-3 
mirror device with a length of 7 m and BQ/B^X = 5.5/11 T. The plasma parameters 
obtained are Te - 1 keV, n ~ 1015 cm - 3 in the case of homogeneous plasma 
heating; the application of a two stage heating scheme demonstrated the production 
of plasmas of higher density (1016-1017 cm -3) and several hundred electronvolts 
(paper C-4-8). 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As described above, the research on alternative magnetic systems has made 
significant progress in the development of every concept. In addition to the extension 
of plasma parameters, the physics understanding for various processes has advanced 
considerably. Each concept develops the physics and technologies relevant to its own 
merits compared with the tokamak. On the other hand, from a different point of view, 
the studies on the specific plasmas realized in each device produce very valuable 
results which are hardly achievable in tokamaks. 

Confinement studies on plasmas in helical systems have many points in common 
with tokamak studies — MHD equilibrium, stability, transport, H-mode-like 
phenomena, edge and divertor — but they also reveal new features of toroidal 
plasmas because of the net current free state in the externally controllable magnetic 
configuration. RFP plasmas are suitable for physics studies on MHD behaviour in 
high /3 plasmas and on the self-organization mechanism. Research on FRC plasmas 
provides the physics base for self-sustaining plasmas. The basic process of transport 
can be studied effectively in mirror plasmas. 

These wide ranging and varied approaches are very useful for obtaining a better 
understanding of fusion plasma physics and for the realization of a fusion reactor 
in the future. For studies on fusion plasma physics, experiments are required to be 
done under conditions where dimensionless or normalized parameters are in the 
same regime as fusion plasmas. Furthermore, it is desirable that the absolute values 
of the plasma parameters be as close as possible to those of fusion plasmas. 
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It would be very advantageous for the research on alternative magnetic confine
ment if the central, main devices, in which plasma parameters are the best for each 
concept, were to be studied with worldwide international collaboration. 
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The reports in Session D (about 50 papers) can be naturally grouped into the 
following categories: 

— m = 1 mode and sawteeth (6 papers); 
— High (m = 2, 3,...) MHD modes, TAEs and other large scale perturbations 

(9 papers); 
— Microinstabilities (typically kp ~ 1 and ko ~ 1) and anomalous transport 

processes (9 papers); 
— Physics of a particle confinement (2 papers); 
— Edge plasma processes, their influence on transport and the dynamics of the 

plasma column as a whole (especially the problem of plasma flow generation) 
(14 papers); 

— Macroscopic plasma column evolution (the jS limit, bootstrap current, RF heat
ing and so on) (10 papers); 

— Alternative magnetic confinement systems (torsatron, heliotron) (2 papers). 

It is of course impossible to discuss all 50 papers presented in this session, so 
I have selected what are from my point of view the most interesting. Secondly, there 
are many papers, by groups of authors, that have an encyclopaedic content. Their 
results may pertain to several subsessions simultaneously, so my approach will be to 
consider problems rather than the contents of individual papers. Thirdly, I have used 
authors' summaries for a brief and clear description of their main results. 

1. m = 1 MODE AND SAWTEETH 

In paper D-4-1 the MHD stability in a high (3V plasma with a hollow current 
profile is studied. While the n = 1 kink mode and the ballooning mode are stable 
for q0 > 2, ejSp > 1 in the parabolic current profile, in the hollow current profile 
the analysis of the MHD stability shows that the kink mode and the ballooning mode 
are unstable even in the region of qmin > 2, ej8p > 1. Furthermore, at medium /3p 

the infernal mode appears and low n modes become unstable. 

47 
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In paper D-4-10 the influence of the detailed magnetic structure on transport 
phenomena in TORE SUPRA is discussed. The wide shear plateau observed around 
q = 1 through pellet injection analysis corroborates the theoretical result that a resis
tive phase of the m = 1 precursor to the internal disruptions can exist only for non
monotonic shear profiles. The authors therefore suggest the following scheme for the 
sawtooth phenomenon: the crash of the internal disruption is due to the sudden 
appearance of stochasticity in a roughly annular region corresponding to the q = 1 
surface. After the crash this region is completely shearless. The remainder of the 
m = 1 island decreases, as it is stable in these conditions. Ohmic heating peaks the 
profile, while resistive diffusion slowly erodes the shear plateau. At some point, non
linear resistive growth of the m = 1 tearing becomes energetically favourable and 
the precursor starts growing again. 

In paper D-3-1 new mechanisms for the crash time, stabilization conditions and 
triggering of sawteeth are discussed. (1) The linear theory of the internal kink mode 
is examined, taking into account the Hall term in Ohm's law. In the two-fluid theory, 
in contrast to one-fluid MHD, the Hall term introduces the ion-sound Larmor radius 
as the characteristic scale of plasma motion. Because ps > p¡, the conditions of 
validity of the fluid model are not violated for any value of the ion Larmor radius 
p¡ and it is found that two-fluid MHD reproduces the fast growth rates of kinetic 
theory. (2) Two-fluid stabilization is derived. (3) Owing to the existence of ps the 
collisionless reconnection exhibits exponential (instead of algebraic) growth of the 
mode and the new reconnection time is in good agreement with the present experi
ment and predicts a 1000 pes crash time in the ITER machine. 

In paper D-3-2 the following mechanism for the rapid time-scale of the crash 
based on three dimensional full MHD simulation is proposed. The q value at the 
plasma axis gradually decreases, in accordance with current peaking caused by 
Ohmic heating. As the on-axis q value falls below 1, an m = 1/n = 1 ideal mode 
appears near the axis. After the magnetic field of the n = 1 mode develops to a cer
tain amplitude, the on-axis q value stops decreasing in a non-linear phase and begins 
to increase in the q < 1 region (t - 374rpA). As time elapses, the q profile 
becomes increasingly flattened towards q = 1 in the whole region of q < 1. When 
the q profile becomes almost flat (t ~ 480rpA), the plasma flow pushes the magnetic 
surface radially outward so that the poloidal magnetic field lines are driven rapidly 
to reconnect with each other across the original q = 1 surface, and consequently the 
central hot plasma is pushed away towards the wall (t ~ 488TP A). 

A mechanism for initial slow growth of magnetic perturbations followed by a 
fast temperature crash based on enhanced transport induced by a stochastic magnetic 
field is proposed in paper D-4-21. 
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2. HIGH (m = 2, 3,...) MHD MODES, TAEs AND OTHER LARGE SCALE 
PERTURBATIONS 

Here I include the papers which deal with coherent structures rather than fully 
developed turbulence. In paper D-3-5 detailed information on the evolution of the 
plasma potential and electron density profile has been obtained during m = 2, n = 1 
tearing mode activity. In particular, the fluctuation magnitude is observed to correlate 
inversely with the electron density scale length and to qualitatively follow the mixing 
length estimate for drift waves. In other words it is possible to use the tearing mode 
m = 2, n = 1 for checking the drift theory. 

In several papers the problems of TAEs (toroidicity induced Alfvén eigen-
modes) are discussed. TAEs are predicted to result from the toroidal coupling of 
shear Alfvén waves and can be destabilized by a large, centrally peaked population 
of fast ions with velocities near the Alfvén speed, such as fusion a particles or ener
getic ions used for non-inductive current drive. The instability can lead to enhanced 
loss of the fast particles, as observed in existing experiments where the mode is 
driven by neutral beam ions. 

Paper D-3-3 reports on the detailed comparison of experimental observations 
and theoretical predictions for the stability of TAEs in DIII-D. In DIII-D discharges 
MHD oscillations which have been identified as TAEs are observed with frequencies 
in the range 50-200 kHz. The largest amplitudes are typically associated with mode 
numbers n ~ 3-5. These modes are destabilized when the fast ion speed is compara
ble to or greater than the Alfvén speed. At large mode amplitudes, anomalous loss 
of up to 50% of the fast ions is observed. 

The observed threshold value of fast ion /3 for destabilization, /3f ~ 1 %, is at 
least an order of magnitude greater than original theoretical estimates, but may be 
explained by more recent theoretical developments. Initial predictions considered 
only electron Landau damping of the mode and yielded y/œA ~ 10 ~3. Theories that 
include ion Landau damping on a sideband of the TAE, more complete treatment 
of electron kinetic effects, and coupling to the stable continuum of Alfvén waves all 
yield local damping rates in these discharges of y/uA S: 10~2. A preliminary 
experiment suggests that continuum damping may indeed be important. 

In paper D-2-3 the non-linear stage of the TAE is investigated by means of 
numerical and analytical methods. The saturation of the TAE due to the modification 
of the gap structure has been analytically investigated by using a three mode coupling 
model. A hybrid simulation code has been used to describe the linear phase of the 
evolution of the mode. If the equilibrium density profile is changed in such a way 
that the mode interacts with the Alfvén continuum, the damping rate increases by up 
to 10 times. 

Paper D-2-2 presents (a) a detailed numerical study of the MHD property of 
TAEs relevant for a general cross-section, finite /3 tokamak, and (b) advances in 
predicting the stability thresholds and non-linear saturation of the TAEs. A different, 
non-perturbative analysis indicates that, for an extended range of parameters, parallel 
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electron dynamics may give TAEs a strongly kinetic character, leading to significant 
damping. The estimated damping rates seem consistent with TFTR and DIII-D 
thresholds. Results have been checked with a toroidal kinetic numerical code that 
allows the effects of electron inertia, Landau damping, ion gyroradius, continuum 
damping and edge boundary conditions to be investigated. 

In this section paper D-l-1 should be mentioned. For the dynamics of tearing 
modes in a real tokamak, it is important to understand how islands evolve and interact 
with each other when effects such as sawteeth, rotation, resistive walls and error 
fields are all present. The coupling between different resonant surfaces that occurs 
in a torus is particularly important if q0 < 1 and the (1, 1) harmonic is involved. 

In the same paper it is pointed out that there is growing evidence that error fields 
have a much greater effect on the stability of large tokamaks than had previously been 
expected. Small resonant magnetic perturbations (especially m = 2, n = 1 perturba
tions) can lead to the production of large phase locked magnetic islands and locked 
mode effects much larger than predicted from linear superposition of the error field 
onto the equilibrium fields. Thus perturbations on the order of 1 G can lead to disrup
tions on DIII-D, even though the simply predicted island size (from vacuum fields) 
is less than 5% of the minor radius. It is found that the critical error field for such 
large islands to appear decreases with increasing machine size. Sizes for the critical 
error field in Ohmic and NBI tokamaks have been established. Theoretical predic
tions support this scaling and indicate a threshold of br/B¿ ~ 10 ~5 for Ohmic 
plasmas in ITER. Achieving such a low error field is difficult. Data with NBI on 
DIII-D show that injecting momentum raises the threshold as long as P is not too 
close to the /3 limit. 

Paper D-l-1 also discusses the problem of the so-called locked modes. Some
times the frequency of Mirnov oscillations decreases to zero and the phase of the 
magnetic fluctuations is locked at a certain angle, a phenomenon called mode lock
ing. After this phenomenon a current disruption often occurs. Understanding the 
mode locking mechanism is important to controlling tokamak operation. Numerical 
simulations with a reduced set of MHD equations are being carried out to study the 
mode locking mechanisms due to factional interaction with eddy current fields in the 
wall of the resistive vessel. A rotating external field or phase locked feedback control 
could be used to suppress the mode locking phenomenon. 

Finally, in paper D-4-9 the problem of MHD stabilization by means of RF cur
rent drive is discussed. It is well known that localized RF current drive is one of the 
most promising methods for the suppression of magnetic islands in tokamaks formed 
by unstable plasma current profiles or by external error fields. In this paper the 
authors calculate the effects of current profile perturbations (ôj) on mode stability; 
calculate the ôj achievable in COMPASS-D and ITER with ECCD, and in JET and 
ITER with LHCD; and discuss the advantages of poloidally localized current drive 
modulated at the mode frequency. For typical ITER conditions phased current drive 
would require ^ 5 MW, i.e. on the order of 20% of the power required using steady 
state ECCD, and thus appears to be one of the most promising methods for disruption 
control. 
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3. MICROINSTABILITIES (TYPICALLY kp ~ 1 AND ko ~ 1) AND 
ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT PROCESSES 

Only three papers are discussed here. One of them is based on experiment 
(D-3-4) and the other two are purely theoretical (or more correctly, numerical) 
(D-4-17 and D-4-18). 

During the 1991 experimental campaign a series of experiments were under
taken on JET to clarify the form and nature of the mechanism which is responsible 
for the transport of heat and particles in a tokamak. To determine whether the trans
port of heat can be described by a local diffusive model, a series of off-axis and on-
axis ICRH experiments were carried out. It was found that the temperature profile 
and the stored energy are both sensitive to the location of the heating profile. These 
results are in marked contrast to experiments on smaller tokamaks. The authors con
cluded that pinch must be very small. The local analysis shows that the scaling of 
the thermal diffusivity lies somewhere between long (Bohm) and short (gyro-Bohm) 
wavelength. The scaling re ~ I 1 3 ^ 7 (4 is the internal inductance) was found to fit 
the data. Results indicate that in JET a dependence of energy confinement time re on 
atomic mass A as strong as A0 5 (reported in some experiments) must be ruled out. 

Paper D-4-18 states that progress in achieving a physics based understanding 
of anomalous transport in toroidal systems has come in large part from the proposi
tion that drift type electrostatic microinstabilities dependent on ion temperature gra
dient (ITG) and trapped particle effects are dominant in the bulk ('confinement') 
region. The paper reports on important new results, including: (1) the first fully toroi
dal 3-D gyrokinetic simulation of ITG modes; (2) realistic toroidal eigenmode calcu
lations demonstrating the unique capability to deal with large scale kinetic behaviour 
extending over many rational surfaces; and (3) sheared toroidal flow effects on 
trapped particle modes. Impurity transport properties in the presence of microturbu
lence have also been studied using gyrokinetic simulations. It is found that the parallel 
electric field is primarily responsible for the observed inward pinch of the impurity 
ions. 

Fluid models have been widely used in simulating plasma turbulence because 
of their numerical simplicity and tractability. Paper D-4-17 applies advanced gyro-
Landau fluid (GLF) models in 3-D non-linear codes to simulate ITG mode turbulence 
in sheared slab and also sheared toroidal geometry. The codes run on both Cray and 
Connection Machine computers. The scaling with relative gyro-radius (pia) shows 
that the transport is gyro-Bohm-like (x « c^ /a ) rather than Bohm-like (x a Cjp). 
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4. EDGE PLASMA PROCESSES, THEIR INFLUENCE ON TRANSPORT 
AND THE DYNAMICS OF THE PLASMA COLUMN AS A WHOLE 

This section includes the greatest number of papers. They can be divided into 
three groups: 

— Theory of L-H transition; 
— Plasma flow generation mechanism; 
— Other effects (ionization, radiation processes, etc.) having an influence on 

plasma edge dynamics. 

4.1. Theory of L-H transition 

The problems related with the L-H transition (the stage of bifurcation, ELMs, 
VH mode) are a subject of great interest, which, as is usually the case, is due mainly 
to the success of the experiments in this field. The numerous experimental realiza
tions of the L-H transition, registered by a reduction in the Ha intensity, are accom
panied by three main processes: (1) a rise in the shear radial electric field at the 
plasma edge (or in the plasma shear poloidal rotation, related with the electric field); 
(2) stabilization of fluctuations at the edge; (3) improvement in plasma confinement. 
As a rule, the investigations in this direction concern one of these L-H transition 
aspects, assuming the other two characteristics to be unchanged. Most of the investi
gations reported at this conference were devoted to seeking the causes of the rise of 
the radial electric field or the plasma poloidal rotation as a source of fluctuation sup
pression. The proposed models can be divided into three groups according to the 
processes under study: 

(a) The increase in non-ambipolar particle flows from the discharge (ion banana 
losses, as a rule); 

(b) The growth of the plasma shear poloidal rotation due to the poloidal asymmetry 
in plasma parameters, provided by the large anomalous particle diffusion from 
the discharge; 

(c) Stabilization of fluctuations by the electric field (poloidal rotation) generated by 
them. 

The first group of studies, the most numerous, usually involved the determina
tion of the electric field from the balance of particle flows from the plasma. The non
linear dependence of flows on Er allowed determination of the presence of two con
finement regimes, which could correspond to the L and H modes, without any 
description of the mechanism of transition from one mode of operation to the other. 
In the studies on stabilization of fluctuations the suppression of instabilities by a shear 
radial electric field (shear poloidal rotation) with fixed shear was investigated. 

The common tendency in the studies on the L-H transition presented at this con
ference is a self-consistent approach to the representation of this phenomenon. In 
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paper D-4-19 self-consistent representations of particle diffusion and of the radial 
electric field were used. In paper D-2-4, with respect to the L-H transition, two 
problems were considered simultaneously: poloidal plasma rotation driven by turbu
lence and the inverse effect of that rotation upon the level of fluctuations. Also worth 
noting, in paper D-4-17, is a thermobifurcation model relating the presence of L and 
H modes and the power launched into the plasma. The non-linear relationship 
between the heat conduction coefficient and the temperature gradient, used previ
ously in this model, is replaced by the dependence x(grad(Er)), where Er was deter
mined from the plasma diamagnetism, which made the model self-consistent. And 
finally, the most complete and self-consistent representation of the L-H transition 
was given in paper D-4-22, where the behaviour of the radial electric field, the level 
of fluctuations in the plasma and the particle diffusion, taking into account the most 
generally adopted mechanisms of losses (ion banana losses, anomalous particle diffu
sion along the radius, longitudinal particle departure into the SOL), were studied 
simultaneously. In conclusion, it can be noted that the studies carried out have dem
onstrated, in a number of papers, the appearance of the self-consistency element, 
which allows not only confirmation of the presence of two confinement regimes but 
also representation of the transition between them (bifurcation stage). As for the roles 
of various mechanisms in providing stabilization of instability in the realization of the 
L-H transition, it is rather difficult now to estimate which of them will be decisive 
under real experimental conditions. However, it is evident that each of the proposed 
mechanisms makes its own contribution to this process. Therefore studies in each of 
these fields are urgently needed. 

As for the modes of operation with improved plasma confinement, it is neces
sary to emphasize the progress attained at a few large facilities in VH mode produc
tion. In paper D-4-17 the numerical simulation of the H-VH transition has been 
carried out using the energy balance equations. Both experiment and numerical simu
lation have shown that the VH mode is a natural continuation of the H mode, accom
panied by an expansion of the peripheral region with a high radial electric field and 
poloidal plasma rotation deep into the plasma column. 

Another interesting problem, directly related to the L-H transition, is that of 
ELMs. One of the approaches to this phenomenon is to consider ELMs as auto-
oscillating L-H transitions, which allows them to be described with the proposed 
self-consistent models. 

The concept that a sheared electric field may suppress turbulence and thus allow 
access to enhanced confinement regimes is now well established both theoretically 
and experimentally. The authors of paper D-4-17 had demonstrated previously that 
an H-mode-like bifurcation to an improved confinement regime with a transport bar
rier at the edge of the plasma could result if the thermal diffusivity is a non-linear 
function of the temperature gradient. The theoretical basis for this model is that a 
sheared E x B flow can stabilize turbulence. At this conference the authors 
presented a further extension of this theory which includes the turbulent contribution 
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to the momentum balance equation. The extension is based on quasi-linear calcula
tions for the ion viscous stress due to ion temperature gradient modes. The viscosity 
non-linearity is distinct from the reduction in the mode amplitude due to stabilization. 
The combined system of equations can have bifurcations in the solutions to either the 
momentum or the transport equations, or both, depending on the model assumptions. 
The temperature, density and electric potential profiles from this system of equations 
were calculated and compared with measured DIII-D profiles. By examining cases 
with different heat, particle and momentum source profiles the authors attempt to dis
tinguish between models where the bifurcation is due to transport and those where 
momentum balance is the principal cause. The authors conclude that in the quasi-
linear drift wave calculation the ion temperature gradient modes were stabilized by 
an electric field gradient somewhat larger than the critical value at which the momen
tum balance bifurcation occurred. Thus, confinement improvement occurred as a 
result of the bifurcation, in agreement with experiment. 

The authors of paper D-2-5 present a comprehensive theory of tokamak edge 
turbulence and transport, the generation of the shear layer and the L-H transition. 
A fundamental postulate is that tokamak edge transport is poloidally asymmetric 
(owing to drift resistive ballooning modes). Ohmic and L mode discharges are 
characterized by strong poloidal asymmetries. Large transport on the outside of the 
torus drives parallel flows which carry plasma from the outside to the inside of the 
machine. In H mode plasmas strong poloidal rotation, amplified from neoclassical 
flows predominantly by the Stringer mechanism, symmetrizes the edge and reduces 
edge transport, allowing steeper edge density gradients. The Stringer spin-up can also 
be triggered by asymmetric particle fuelling, suggesting an alternative means to 
achieve H mode. 

One can see that a general scheme describing the L-H transition has been estab
lished. It includes the system of the balance equations, such as continuity or tempera
ture equations, equations for the momentum of the plasma and sometimes equations 
for the spectrum of oscillations. Differences appear in expressions for particle or tem
perature fluxes and explanations for the mechanism of flow generation. Until now, 
no self-consistent models have been elaborated where only anomalous transport 
processes are taken into account. Moreover, it is not clear up to now what instability 
(or possibly some combination of instabilities) is responsible for the L-H transition. 

4.2. Plasma flow generation mechanism 

On the subject of the proposed mechanism of plasma flow generation (or, what 
is practically the same thing, electric field generation), I shall consider three papers: 
D-2-4, D-4-6 and D-4-14. In all these papers novel theoretical and computational 
investigations of the phenomena of self-regulation of fluctuations and transport by the 
generation of sheared flows (or electric fields) in turbulent edge plasmas are summa
rized. Such sheared fields have been linked to the dynamics of the L-H transition in 
DIII-D and to the dynamics of OH mode turbulence in TEXT and other tokamaks. 
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In paper D-2-4 some general arguments are mentioned which suggest that fluc
tuation Reynolds stresses locally amplify average flow shear by redistributing angular 
momentum. A simple physical model of the convective cell 'tilting' instability has 
been developed to elucidate this process. The physics of this process is simple; 
namely, while for a periodic array of undistorted cells the average Reynolds stress 
vanishes, a small tilt due to mean flow seeding is reinforced by the self-consistently 
calculated stress, thus causing mean flow instability on growth times comparable to 
those for eddy turnover. A more general investigation shows that flow generation by 
turbulence and flow profile suppression of turbulence must be treated self-
consistently. From a simple model of drift wave turbulence the threshold condition 
for self-regulation was derived. This threshold condition is met when the edge ion 
temperature exceeds a critical value, dependent on no and BT, in rough agreement 
with observation. 

In paper D-4-14 the authors propose a model of spontaneous generation of shear 
flow by the modified dissipative flute-like instability and the treatment of ELMs as 
the quasi-periodic pattern of particle or energy fluxes. A possible interpretation of 
the L-H transition in the framework of this model is discussed. 

The modified dissipative flute-like instability at the plasma edge, where the 
parallel dissipation (along the magnetic field lines) is taken into account for the flux 
tubes terminating at the divertor plates or at the limiter, is investigated. The lack of 
closed magnetic surfaces near the plasma edge permits the manifestation of instabili
ties which are forbidden in the bulk plasma. In this case, the flute-like instability in 
a tokamak has the characteristic features of flute-like instabilities in open systems. 
First, the magnetic line curvature is not averaged, as it usually is in tokamaks, and 
its contribution to instability is of the first order in e = r/R (r and R are the minor 
and major tokamak radii), rather than an e2 effect, as in the ballooning modes. 
Secondly, the inclusion of longitudinal dissipation has a stabilizing effect. The result 
is determined by the competition of these two tendencies. 

The spontaneous generation of the stable sheared flow (with the dimensionless 
amplitude of the order of 1) was observed in the numerical simulations of these equa
tions. The presence of an infinitesimal shear flow creates a non-zero Reynolds stress 
and amplifies itself. But when the shear becomes larger than the critical value the 
convective modes appear to be suppressed, which in turn leads to the decrease of 
poloidal velocity. Thus the quasi-periodic oscillations of the poloidal velocity and of 
the heat (or particle) flux (which can be interpreted as ELMs) are the inherent feature 
of the model. 

In this model three parameters arise: the averaged spectral intensity, the charac
teristic velocity of the shear flow and the averaged distortion of the temperature gra
dient. Writing a set of non-linear equations for the time evolution of these 
parameters, the authors have obtained an analytically tractable model of edge convec
tion. Depending on the value of the characteristic temperature gradient the model 
demonstrates a variety of phenomena: stationary convection with zero poloidal veloc
ity occurs when the gradient barely exceeds the critical one; when the gradient comes 
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to the second threshold, bifurcation to the stable limit cycle is possible. Such a transi
tion from the stationary to the oscillating type of transport (with the decrease of the 
averaged energy and particle fluxes) can be interpreted as an L to ELMing H mode 
transition. These ideas are confirmed by the numerical simulation of the full set of 
equations, so I believe that an insight into the phenomenon of shear flow generation 
at the plasma periphery has been obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Progress in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) has been very rapid over the past 
two years. Significant advances have been made in the production of smooth laser 
beams, the focusing of light ion beams and the development of heavy ion accelera
tors. The availability of advanced target diagnostics on several major drivers has 
resulted in an extensive database of target performance over a wide range of condi
tions. Theoretical models of ICF targets are approaching the predictive level, with 
two and even three dimensional calculations becoming routine. Within the next 
several years information should be available to allow confident extrapolation to 
ignition on the next generation driver. 

2. DRIVER TECHNOLOGIES 

2.1. Glass lasers 

The advanced state of glass laser technology is demonstrated by the availability 
of research scale facilities in many countries and major facilities for target shooting 
in France, Japan and the United States of America. The Nova laser at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), USA, is the largest laser in the world and 
routinely provides up to 40 kJ of 351 nm light in a total of ten beams for target 
experiments. Because its beams are arranged in two opposite cones, Nova is best 
suited for the indirect drive approach. The Phebus laser at the Centre d'études de 
Limeil-Valentón (CEL-V), France, is very similar to two opposing beams of the 
Nova laser and is also used for indirect drive experiments. The Gekko XII laser at 
Osaka University, Japan, is a 12 beam laser that can provide 10 kJ of frequency 
tripled (351 nm) light for both direct and indirect drive target experiments. The 
Omega laser at the University of Rochester, USA, is currently being upgraded to 
30 kJ in 60 beams for direct drive target experiments. 

In addition to the major target shooting facilities, there are a number of smaller 
glass lasers in the few hundred joule to kilojoule class. While not able to perform 
some classes of implosion experiments because of limited energy (for the case of 
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indirect drive targets) or lack of irradiation uniformity (for the case of direct drive 
targets), these facilities have proven valuable in studying many individual processes 
important for ICF, including laser-plasma instabilities, ablation, X ray conversion 
and hydrodynamic instabilities. The availability of such facilities has enabled more 
institutions to become involved in ICF, with the benefit of many new creative ideas 
entering the field. 

Research on glass lasers has concentrated on the improvement of beam quality. 
While uniform irradiation is absolutely essential to the direct drive approach, recent 
studies have demonstrated that it is also important for indirect drive owing to the 
sensitivity of laser-plasma instabilities to hot spots in the drive beams. Illumination 
uniformity depends on the distribution of the laser intensity across a single beam 
diameter, the precision with which the beam is placed on the target and the relative 
balance of the many beams involved in an experiment. Concerted efforts have 
reduced beam balance uncertainties to less than 10% and allow routine beam place
ment to within tens of micrometres. 

Beam smoothing on glass lasers has been accomplished by several techniques. 
Random phase plates can be inserted after the final amplifier to break the original 
drive beam into many beamlets with slightly differing phases, resulting in a 
scrambled pattern on the target. The fixed pattern on the phase plate means that the 
intensity distribution is not strictly random, but a significant improvement over 
unsmoothed beams is achieved. The use of a broadband pulse reduces the coherence 
time of the individual beamlets and improves the randomness of the illumination 
pattern. This technique, known as smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD), is 
expected to produce beams with uniformity in the few per cent range. Finally, in the 
induced spatial incoherence (ISI) scheme an incoherent beam is propagated through 
the amplifier chain to produce a smooth intensity distribution on the target. 

There are three major glass lasers under development at present. Osaka Univer
sity has proposed a 100 kJ upgrade of the Gekko XII laser to approach or possibly 
reach ignition. This facility has been described as using conventional amplifier design 
and could employ advanced beam smoothing techniques. 

Already under construction at the University of Rochester is the Omega 
Upgrade laser intended to explore the pre-ignition regime using direct drive. Omega 
Upgrade will produce 30 kJ in a 40 TW shaped pulse at 351 nm. With 60 beams, 
illumination uniformity of 1-2% is expected using SSD. Prototype tests for the two 
final disc amplifier stages have been successfully performed and completion of the 
facility is expected in the mid-1990s. 

Most glass laser facilities are based on a single pass design whereby a series of 
amplifiers are used to amplify a small pulse from the front end. For a megajoule class 
facility the number of disc amplifiers required in a single pass configuration would 
dominate the cost of the facility, and research is ongoing to develop multipass ampli
fier designs that are more efficient in terms of both space and the amount of expensive 
laser glass involved. The University of Rochester and LLNL have demonstrated mul
tipass amplifier designs and LLNL is now constructing a large scale proof-of-
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principle test of a multipass design called the Beamlet. The Beamlet will employ a 
large aperture Pockels cell for beam switching out of the main amplifier cavity. Effi
ciency will be enhanced by the clustering of beamlines within a single large flashlamp 
cavity, and precision control of pulse shaping and beam uniformity are provided for 
in the design. The Beamlet is intended to demonstrate, at full scale, the technology 
required to construct a megajoule class ignition laser at affordable cost, and is the 
prime candidate for the National Ignition Facility under consideration in the USA. 

2.2. KrF lasers 

Krypton fluoride lasers are attractive candidates for ICF owing to their intrinsic 
short wavelength (0.25 ¡xm), broad bandwidth, pulse shaping capability, high effi
ciency and ability to be repetitively pulsed. (The last feature is important for energy 
applications.) The Ashura laser at the Electrotechnical Laboratory, Japan, is cur
rently the largest KrF laser operating routinely, and produces 660 J in six angularly 
multiplexed beams. The 'Super Ashura' programme is currently in progress with the 
design goal of 10 kJ in 12 beams. 

Two KrF lasers are under construction in the USA. The Mercury laser at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), planned for operation in 1993, is intended for 
basic KrF technology development and will consist of two main amplifiers delivering 
150 J in a 200 ps-5 ns pulse. A third amplifier planned for future expansion will 
allow an upgrade to 800 J. 

The Nike laser at the Naval Research Laboratory, USA, is designed to produce 
3 kJ in 44 angularly multiplexed beams (with an additional 12 beams available for 
target backlighting) in a 4 ns shaped pulse. Nike uses the ISI technique to achieve 
exceptionally smooth beams. The primary purpose of Nike will be to demonstrate the 
uniform acceleration of planar targets using a laser pulse close to the one required 
for direct drive ignition. Nike is expected to be completed in 1994. 

2.3. Light ion accelerators 

Light ion accelerators offer advantages for inertial fusion owing to their high 
efficiency, low cost compared with lasers and simple beam-target coupling. Light ion 
accelerator technology achieved a significant breakthrough in 1992 with the focusing 
of lithium beams to high intensity. The Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II 
(PBFA Et) at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), USA, has successfully generated 
nearly pure lithium beams with a divergence of less than 20 mrad. Beam intensities 
greater than 1 TW/cm2 have been measured and are in excellent agreement with 
computer simulations. Several methods are under development to reduce beam diver
gence still further. 

Osaka University has developed a multigap accelerator design with beam 
bunching, allowing the acceleration of carbon ions to hundreds of megaelectronvolts 
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for a lower current driver design. A multiply ionized beam has been generated from 
a carbon source producing 400 A/cm2. 

2.4. Heavy ion drivers 

Heavy ions are considered a leading candidate for energy applications of ICF 
because of their high efficiency, reliability and ability to be repetitively pulsed. Tech
nology development in Europe is concentrated on the RF linac approach; in the USA 
the induction linac approach is under development. The Induction Linac Systems 
Experiment (ILSE) at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, USA, is designed to test 
beam physics at the same beam diameter required for a reactor driver. The major 
considerations associated with heavy ion accelerators are the achievement of high 
beam quality and the high cost of an accelerator that would permit significant target 
physics experiments. 

3. TARGET PHYSICS 

3.1. Laser-plasma interactions 

Extensive studies of stimulated Brillouin scattering and stimulated Raman scat
tering have been undertaken over the past several years. These instabilities are of 
concern since they scatter laser light into unwanted directions and can produce high 
velocity electrons that can result in fuel preheat and hence a less effective implosion. 
Beam smoothing has been demonstrated to reduce laser-plasma instabilities by a 
factor of 100 or more, although LLNL has reported a complex time history for the 
scattered light that needs to be addressed further. Filamentation has also been shown 
to be suppressed by beam smoothing. Unsmoothed beams can produce long-lasting 
channels in the plasma. 

Most laser-plasma instability experiments have used laser exploded foils as 
plasma sources with separate probe beams for interaction studies. Typical parameters 
are plasma lengths of 300-1000 ¡xm and temperatures of 300-1000 eV. Experiments 
to study laser-plasma instabilities in hohlraums are in progress. 

3.2. Hohlraum physics 

Temperatures higher than 200 eV have been reported for laser driven hohl
raums. The results of implosion experiments that are sensitive to the X ray irradiation 
symmetry have been presented and indicate that control over implosion dynamics can 
be achieved, at least at the level compatible with current drivers. Osaka University 
has studied drive symmetry in hohlraums using implosions with convergence ratios 
up to 20:1 and high resolution X ray imaging. Both the Osaka University and the 
LLNL groups report that flux uniformity of the order of 1 % is possible. 
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There have been extensive experiments to study X ray conversion efficiencies 
of various high Z materials and to study ablation of low Z ablator materials including 
beryllium and plastic. Many of these experiments were performed on smaller drivers. 

The transport of X rays has been studied in cylindrical geometry by the group 
at the Max-Planck-Institut fur Quantenoptik, Germany, including the effect of plasma 
blow-in and stagnation within the cylinder. This stagnation has been shown to 
produce X rays late in time compared with the original drive pulse. 

3.3. Implosion instability and mix 

The success of inertial fusion rests on the ability to symmetrically compress a 
target to high convergence without the introduction into the fuel of excessive wall 
material that could inhibit ignition and burn. Major progress in the understanding of 
hydrodynamic instabilities has been reported over the past few years. 

Theoretical models of linear Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth have been con
firmed by planar experiments at several laboratories. Single mode growth and two 
mode coupling have been examined using both direct and indirect drive and are in 
good agreement with the Takabe formula. Growth factors of 60-70% of classical 
have been demonstrated and several stabilization mechanisms are under investiga
tion. Cylindrical and spherical implosion studies are in progress to test the effect of 
convergence on instability growth, the former by axial imaging and the latter by 
spectroscopic and other diagnostics. (The use of an argon loaded fuel and a chlorine 
loaded pusher allows spatial discrimination of material.) The results of indirectly 
driven implosion symmetry studies were reported by US (LLNL and LANL), French 
(CEL-V) and Japanese (Osaka University) groups. 

Ablation physics has been studied by many laboratories. The group at the 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India, reported experimental studies of high Z 
loaded ablators that indicate that relatively low levels of X ray generation can sup
press some forms of instability growth. 

Three dimensional calculations of instability growth are now possible on the 
largest supercomputers. While not all of the relevant physics can be included at the 
same level of detail as in current 2-D calculations, 3-D results are beginning to pro
vide important information on instability growth and mix. Preliminary 3-D studies 
of mix during the later phase of the implosion, performed by the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, United Kingdom, suggest departures from 2-D behaviour. 

The 'startup' problem remains a significant issue for direct drive implosions. 
During the early part of the laser pulse, before the formation of a plasma corona, ini
tial laser beam non-uniformity can be imprinted onto the pusher, effectively creating 
seeds for hydrodynamic instability growth. Hybrid designs that employ X ray preillu-
mination of the target have been proposed by several laboratories to create a plasma 
corona prior to the arrival of the main direct drive laser pulse. 
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3.4. Ion-target interactions 

The PBFA II accelerator at SNL has been used for an initial series of target 
physics experiments. Direct drive exploding pusher capsules have been driven by 
proton beams to a compression of 5:1. Protons have also been used to study ion beam 
driven hohlraums. Hydrocarbon foams mounted in gold cylinders have been heated 
with 30-50 kJ of beam energy. It was shown that the foam both enhanced the radia
tion and tamped the motion of the gold case. Lithium experiments are in progress on 
PBFA II with the promise of driving hohlraum targets at greater than 1000 TW/g. 

Theoretical studies of light and heavy ion fusion targets have been reported by 
groups in Italy and Japan; they suggest that two beams may not be sufficient to 
achieve the required capsule illumination uniformity. While not an issue for light ion 
fusion, this requirement could complicate heavy ion fusion designs. 

3.5. Computer codes and computations 

Two dimensional and, to a lesser precision, three dimensional calculations of 
ICF targets are now routine in many laboratories. Because of the difficulty of treating 
even hydrodynamics in three dimensions, approximations are necessary in various 
areas, including the equation of state, the models for thermal conduction, opacities, 
and more. Hence 3-D calculations at present are of more an exploratory than a 
predictive nature. 

Very large scale 2-D calculations have been performed by LANL with the aim 
of providing a self-consistent description of indirect drive targets. Agreement with 
experimental data is reported to be good, an encouraging sign for the extrapolation 
of these calculations to ignition target designs. 

Although most ICF hydrodynamics codes are Lagrangian, Eulerian calculations 
are becoming increasingly important for the study of instability growth and the transi
tion from the non-linear to the turbulent stages. The Osaka University group reported 
impressive Eulerian calculations of the later stages of instability and mix. 

Although numerical calculations will undoubtedly continue to be the mainstay 
of ICF target theory and design, recent analytic solutions to 2-D and 3-D hydro
dynamics problems developed at LANL provide benchmarks for code comparison, 
especially for the difficult numerical problem of high convergence implosions. 

3.6. Target diagnostics 

Improvements in target diagnostics have led to both a wider variety of data and 
improved precision in experimental measurements. Optical measurements of laser-
plasma instabilities are improving and promise to provide quantitative estimates of 
scattered and absorbed light in realistic target configurations. 

X ray imaging continues as a standard implosion diagnostic. Gated X ray 
imagers now provide a spatial resolution of 5 ¿im and a temporal resolution of 80 ps. 
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Using strip lines, many sequential frames of the implosion can be recorded. (Since 
the diagnostic records capsule self-emission in the kiloelectronvolt range, only the 
part of the implosion near stagnation is usually seen.) Fast (20 ps) high energy 
(5-7 keV) backlighting techniques are being developed to provide an additional 
imaging capability that is not dependent on capsule self-emission. Although concep
tually straightforward, the interpretation of any imaging method for ICF implosions 
is complicated by the complex density and temperature gradients in the capsule. 

Neutron diagnostics will become more important as experiments shift attention 
to higher convergence implosions which are opaque to X rays. In addition to radio
chemical activation, large area single hit detectors have been developed for ion tem
perature measurements, and neutron imaging has been applied to some experiments. 

The next generations of diagnostics will increasingly rely on electronic 
recording rather than film owing to the higher radiation levels associated with igni
tion level experiments and hence the necessity to wait for target chamber cooldown 
before re-entry. Increased emphasis will also be placed on the integration of various 
diagnostic methods to achieve a total picture of capsule performance. 

3.7. Target fabrication 

High precision fabrication of complex direct and indirect drive targets has 
become routine. Complex metallic and organic layers can be provided for diagnostic 
or hydrodynamic functions and foams with cell sizes much smaller than 1 /xm can 
be produced with high uniformity and density control. The routine nature of target 
fabrication is a significant achievement, when one considers the much greater 
complexity and precision required of modern target experiments. 

Almost all proposals for ignition targets involve cryogenics. The Osaka Univer
sity group has demonstrated an impressive technology for cryogenic implosions on 
the Gekko XII laser, and LANL reported the successful formation of solid D-T 
layers with uniform surface and thickness characteristics. 

4. PULSED POWER APPROACHES TO ICF 

Several Russian groups have reported work on the application of high energy 
pulsed power generators to inertial fusion. The Angara 5 accelerator at TRINITI, in 
Troitsk, has been used to generate radiation temperatures in excess of 130 eV. This 
method employs a cylindrical implosion of xenon gas onto a coaxial molybdenum 
loaded carbon foam. Upon impact, the kinetic energy of the xenon is thermalized and 
radiation is produced. The molybdenum in the central foam region traps the radia
tion, allowing the radiation temperature to increase to its maximum value. Simple 
analytic scaling laws predict that more energetic facilities might reach substantially 
higher temperatures, making this technique attractive for ICF applications. Issues 
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related to instability growth during the implosion and the spectral content of the radia
tion need to be addressed. 

The All-Russian Institute of Experimental Physics at Arzamas is pursuing 
several interesting approaches to fusion. High explosive driven magnetic flux com
pression generators have been demonstrated at the 200 MJ level with operation times 
in the range 2-10 ¡xs. Cylindrical implosions with megajoule kinetic energies have 
been achieved and some quasi-spherical implosion work has also been reported. The 
general approach followed in this work is to preheat and premagnetize a plasma in 
preparation for implosion. The preheat means that the convergence ratios required 
for ignition are much more relaxed than for traditional ICF designs. The magnetiza
tion of the plasma means that a slower implosion velocity can be tolerated owing to 
the suppression of thermal losses. Both of these features are compatible with the very 
high energy electrical generators already perfected by the Russian groups. 

5. FUTURE PLANS 

Encouraging for progress in inertial fusion is the involvement of a number of 
smaller groups using modest laser or pulsed power facilities. Detailed studies of 
specific processes on such machines provide valuable support and new ideas for later 
application on major national drivers. The availability of high speed, large memory 
computer technology provides a similar advantage for theorists. 

The next major step in the international ICF programme will be the demonstra
tion of ignition and burn in the laboratory. Significant progress has been achieved in 
many aspects of target physics, and within a few years one might expect a thoroughly 
benchmarked predictive theoretical capability to be demonstrated that allows a confi
dent extrapolation to ignition requirements. At the same time, advances in laser and 
ion beam technologies have improved the quality and reduced the cost of advanced 
drivers to the point where an ignition facility of acceptable cost can be designed. 

Under the auspices of the US Department of Energy, LLNL is leading a multi-
laboratory effort to construct an ignition class glass laser called the National Ignition 
Facility. Government approval to begin a design study for this facility has been 
obtained and major progress has been made on the demonstration of multipass ampli
fier technology that is expected to significantly reduce the cost of this 1-2 MJ glass 
laser compared with that associated with a single pass amplifier configuration. 
Current plans call for a major decision to proceed in 1995 and facility completion 
by 2002. Following machine characterization and initial target physics studies, 
ignition could be achieved in 2005. 

The Institute of Laser Engineering at Osaka University has proposed a 100 kJ 
upgrade of the Gekko XII laser that is expected to approach or possibly even reach 
ignition. Although it is not fully funded at the time of writing, much of the technology 
required for this upgrade has already been demonstrated. 
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The Omega laser at the University of Rochester is now being upgraded to 30 kJ, 
which will allow the important pre-ignition regime to be explored in detail using 
direct drive. The results of these experiments will be used to evaluate a direct drive 
option for the US National Ignition Facility. 

KrF laser technology is expected to make major advances within the next two 
years with the continued operation of the Ashura laser in Japan and the completion 
of two new facilities in the USA. In particular, the Nike laser is expected to produce 
the very smooth beams required to test smooth (although planar) target acceleration 
analogous to that which is required in an ignition target. 

Major developments in light ion accelerators have led to renewed interest in this 
driver for fusion applications. Over the next several years one may expect extensive 
target physics studies to be performed on light ion machines, as well as a further 
reduction in beam divergence. While ion beam fusion lags substantially behind laser 
fusion in the amount of target physics information available, the relatively low cost 
of such machines and the expected simple beam-target coupling continue to make 
them attractive candidates. 

For longer term applications, heavy ion accelerators are being developed to test 
beam control at diameters equal to those required for reactor applications. 

Finally, the lessening of international tensions has led to the reporting of very 
impressive work using pulsed power by Russian scientists. 

6. SUMMARY 

On the basis of recent progress in laboratories around the world, it is not 
unreasonable to expect that ignition and burn will be achieved on the next major ICF 
facility, a capability that could be available early in the next decade. Within the next 
few years the exercise of existing experimental and theoretical capabilities is expected 
to resolve most of the remaining critical issues associated with inertial fusion, includ
ing the achievement of very smooth target illumination, control of laser-plasma insta
bilities, demonstration of efficient ion-target coupling, characterization of hohlraum 
physics, and demonstration of control of hydrodynamic instabilities that affect high 
convergence implosions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The key issue in all reactor studies is that of the criteria used in selecting the 
anticipated improvements in physics and technology to be incorporated into the 
design. Through the years at these and other conferences, designers have emphasized 
different aspects, partly according to the actual progress made in the fusion R&D and 
partly according to the perception, at the time, of the key factors to render the reactor 
more attractive. 

The requirements which deserve most attention to make fusion reactors attrac
tive are: 

(a) Safety and environmental acceptability, because these are potential areas where 
fusion would have an advantage over other energy sources. 

(b) A mode of operation suitable to utilities, with reference in particular to avail
ability and steady state operation, because these are potential problem areas for 
fusion. 

Traditionally, the choice of parameters and operating modes of a tokamak reac
tor was guided by the aim of making this reactor look attractive economically by 
increasing just the power density (e.g. by increasing j3 and the magnetic field) and 
reducing the unit size (e.g. by enhancing confinement). The safety and environmental 
aspects were addressed somewhat independently of the parameters and operating 
modes and were limited to reducing the radioactivity inventory by envisaging low 
activation materials or advanced low neutron cycles (e.g. D-3He, D-D). Typical of 
the questions considered is that of the power density, which is often viewed as a per
formance parameter deserving the highest priority to minimize capital cost. Several 
studies have been carried out in the past, including schemes other than tokamaks par
ticularly suited for high power density. The conclusions were that the cost of electric
ity may be reduced by up to 20-30% from a reactor adopting modest extrapolation 
from present day physics and technology to a reactor assuming very advanced physics 
(e.g. second stability regime, very high confinement) and technology (e.g. 20 T mag
nets, wall loadings up to ~ 10 MW/m2). In the cost of electricity, capital cost has, 
of course, an important role and should be minimized. It is, however, too crude an 
approach to try to minimize it by an increase in the mass power density only. In fact, 
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beyond a certain limit, probably situated around a mass power density (i.e. the elec
trical power produced per unit mass of the fusion reactor 'core') of 50 kW/t, several 
important requirements for an attractive reactor may be negatively affected, e.g. 
afterheat, energy density in the coolant, lifetime of components, level of stresses and 
reliability, access for maintenance, restrictions in design, and materials options. Not 
all these factors appear to have been considered in the reactor analyses and parameter 
optimization done to date. 

A gain in electricity cost would be of great importance were the absolute value 
of such a cost known with reasonable accuracy. However, when costing the energy 
produced by a device with technologies still under development, with uncertainties 
with respect to operating mode and availability and with safety features (e.g. siting, 
decommissioning, waste disposal) inadequately accounted for, the margin of error is 
certainly much larger than the anticipated cost reduction. 

Furthermore, posing very ambitious physics/technology reactor requirements 
might make the reactor look economically attractive, but the required development 
looks unattractively long, uncertain and expensive. In other words, the final goal of 
demonstrating fusion feasibility loses credibility. 

A more balanced and comprehensive approach to the fusion reactor is of partic
ular importance now when we are embarking on the ITER project. ITER may deliver 
the power of a reactor (i.e. up to 3 GW) although not yet the energy of a reactor. 
ITER will have some of the components of a reactor (e.g. the magnets), but others 
(e.g. the blanket and the plasma facing components) more directly interacting with 
the plasma will be developed using ITER as a test bed. However, ITER is going to 
be the most solid basis from which to start to identify the direction and length of the 
path towards a reactor and this path has to be defined when seeking the approval for 
ITER construction. 

The papers presented in Sessions F and G provide some insight into problems 
relevant to the issues previously discussed, e.g. analysis of the database available in 
physics, the need for specific investigations to complete such a database, and the 
various approaches to next step devices and to reactors. 

2. UPDATING OF THE H MODE DATABASE 

The physics scaling laws, particularly the confinement and bootstrap scalings, 
have a strong influence on reactor designs. A major point of interest in these laws 
is the apparently strong dependence on plasma current, aspect ratio and major radius 
which would favour moving towards a larger aspect ratio to extend the burn pulse 
(i.e. a lower plasma current requirement and higher bootstrap current fraction). The 
database concerning large aspect ratio was debated at length during the ITER Con
ceptual Design Activity (CDA) and was considered insufficient to justify moving 
away, for the ITER parameters, from the most experimentally studied aspect ratio 
of about 3. This database came from several tokamaks operating in H mode with a 
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divertor (JET, DIII-D, ASDEX, PDX) and with a magnetic limiter (JFT-2M). An 
updating of this work has been carried out (paper F-l-3) with the aim of including 
new data and improving precision. For ELMy discharges the thermal scaling (i.e. 
TE,th = wth/Pi/> where Wth = Wtot - Wfp and PL< excludes losses due to charge 
exchange and unconfined orbits) is: 

rE,th = O.OB^^R^a^k0-8^0-3?-0-65!^0-4 

From this expression one can derive: 

nTrE,th = (IAy^Ra^k-0-4^0'6?"0-3!^0-8 

The validity of this scaling at A > 3 is still uncertain because the size dependence 
is uncertain (either R or a). The most reliable and extensive data come from JET and 
DIII-D, two devices having a very similar and small A value ( — 2.5). The data sup
porting the scaling over large values of A come from PBX and smaller devices whose 
overall plasma performance is modest. JT-60U can operate at large aspect ratio and 
current with a powerful current drive system and should be able to contribute to the 
clarification of the size dependence of the confinement time. 

3. NEW EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES 

The importance and urgency of assessing the potential of tokamaks to operate 
in steady state have prompted several proposals for medium sized devices specifically 
designed to address steady state related issues (e.g. large A and q, flexible divertor 
configuration and plasma shape, powerful and flexible current drive systems). One 
of these devices presented at this conference, TPX/SST (paper F-l-5), is designed 
to operate in D-D. Its mission includes the investigation of advanced regimes (e.g. 
second stability, super H mode confinement, high bootstrap current fraction) in low 
collisionality regimes relevant to reactors. Because of budget restrictions, the 
designers were forced to adopt modest plasma current (e.g. I < 2 MA, R ~ 2.2 ra, 
A ~ 4.5, b/a ~ 2, triangularity 0.8) and therefore to limit the overall plasma perfor
mance (for instance the nTr achievable is expected to be about 1/5 of the value 
reached by JET). This limited overall performance will not prevent a very interesting 
physics programme from being carried out, but it is doubtful that data from such a 
device would be sufficiently reactor relevant to 'compete', in the definition of DEMO 
parameters and their optimization for steady state operation, with data from ITER, 
which is not optimized to approach steady state. 
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4. NEXT STEP DEVICES 

Two studies of next step devices were presented at this conference: NET (Next 
European Torus) (paper F-l-1) and HARD (High Aspect Ratio Design) (paper 
F-l-2). The two devices exemplify quite well the significant difference between the 
two approaches possible for fusion reactors, namely small or large aspect ratio. 

The NET objectives and main parameters were presented at the IAEA confer
ence in Nice in 1988, and the predesign has since been completed. The NET 
parameters (e.g. I = 25 MA, A = 3) are clearly influenced by the JET results and 
give the highest priority to the achievement of ignition and long inductively driven 
burn. NET is not optimized for steady state operation: the expected fraction of boot
strap current is only 10%, and with a current drive power of 70 MW the pulse length 
could be moderately extended from 1000 s (purely inductive) to 2000 s, maintaining 
a peak wall loading of up to 1.5 MW/m2. 

HARD, on the other hand, is optimized for very long pulses (2000 s inductive 
and 22 000 s with 113 MW of current drive) and high peak wall loading for testing 
(2.2 MW/m2 with the longest pulse length and almost 2 MW/m2 in steady state). 
HARD has a lower current (—15 MA) and lower magnetic energy than NET (70 GJ 
versus 100 GJ). 

5. REACTOR STUDIES 

5.1. ARIES 

Among the studies presented at the conference, the most comprehensive and 
detailed are those conducted by the ARIES Group over several years. Four studies 
(ARIES-I, II, HI and IV) were developed, each with a different degree of extrapola
tion in physics and technology. The studies presented at this conference (ARIES-II 
and IV) (paper G-1-1-1) are D-T reactors whose main assumptions are: second MHD 
stability regimes (corresponding to a Troyon factor g ~ 6), an energy confinement 
enhancement factor of ~ 3 over L mode and a peak magnetic field of 16 T. As a 
result, the plasma current is only 5-7 MA, driven almost entirely by the bootstrap 
effect. One cannot avoid noticing the striking difference between today's best assess
ment of the current requirement to reach ignition (i.e. 25 MA in ITER) and what is 
projected as being sufficient in the ARIES reactor. The aggressive physics and tech
nological assumptions previously mentioned (to which a thermal energy conversion 
efficiency of about 50% should be added) have the primary aim of making the reac
tors more attractive by increasing the power density as a means of reducing the cost 
of the energy produced. The ARIES Group estimates a cost of electricity which com
pares favourably with fission energy. The error bar of these estimates is not given 
but is likely to be much larger than the 20% reduction in the electricity cost which 
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the authors have estimated as a consequence of the more aggressive physics 
assumptions. 

The most promising and defensible features of fusion compared with other 
energy systems belong to the areas of safety and environment. A necessary condition 
for these features to be implemented is the development of materials with reduced 
activation and with resistance to high 14 MeV neutron fluence. The ARIES study 
pays considerable attention to safety issues, adopting vanadium alloys or silicon car
bide fibres as structural materials, and shows that in both cases the radioactive waste 
qualifies for Class C shallow land burial under US regulations. 

5.2. D-3He tokamak 

On the issue of reducing the requirement on the resistance of materials to high 
neutron fluence, fuel cycles other than D-T offering low neutron flux, such as 
D-3He, have often been considered. The study presented at this conference (paper 
G-1-1-2) confirms the extremely demanding physics (Ip — 48 MA, T ~ 40 keV, 
/S ~ 18%, Tp/rE < 2) and severe technology (e.g. divertor load ~ 50 MW/m2) of 
such an approach. Furthermore, the power balance appears uncertain (Q is only about 
7 while an energy conversion efficiency of ~50% is required) and, of course, fuel 
availability remains the most critical issue, and was not addressed in the paper. It is 
interesting to note that the ARIES Group has shown that from the point of view of 
radioactivity inventory and waste disposal a low activation (SiC) D-T reactor appears 
more attractive than a D-3He reactor. In conclusion, the feasibility of the D-3He 
reactor remains as uncertain as ever and fusion energy development cannot avoid the 
development of neutron resistant alloys to make the D-T cycle feasible. 

5.3. Very long pulse reactor 

On the issue of extending the burn as far as possible, while relying on inductive 
drive and bootstrap current, a study presented at this conference (paper G-l-4) shows 
that an almost day-long pulse could be achieved in a reactor of reasonable size 
(R ~ 10 m) and of course with high aspect ratio (A ~ 5.3). The additional power 
is limited to 15 MW for heating up to ignition. No current drive power is envisaged 
because, it is claimed, the combination of inductive drive and bootstrap current 
results in an MHD stable profile. A dwell time of only 300 s is assumed, which 
appears very short for a real power plant, to limit the size of the heat storage. More 
than 60 000 t of steel in the heat accumulator (contaminated by the primary coolant) 
and 200 000 m3 for the steam accumulator may be needed and they would add sub
stantially to the capital cost (about US $1000 million?) and would pose serious 
problems of safety. The issue of thermal fatigue ( — 20 000 cycles) is alleviated by 
incorporating an external heater of the blanket coolant during the dwell time. 
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5.4. Tight aspect ratio reactor 

The objective of minimizing the capital cost of the reactor is brought to an 
extreme in the TART (tight aspect ratio tokamak) (paper G-2-5), a device with 
A = 1.3, R = 2 m, Ip = 30 MA. Such compactness is achieved by eliminating the 
inboard shield and using a copper magnet. As a consequence, the recirculating power 
reaches 50% of the power output and, owing to the very high wall loading of 
10 MW/m2, the main components (including the TF magnet central column) have to 
be replaced once a year. These drawbacks, typical of any very high power density 
device (here 400 kW/t), are sufficient to offset the advantages of low capital cost 
(estimated to be ~ 60% of a 'conventional' fusion reactor) so that, in the end, no gain 
in the electricity cost is achieved. It is interesting to note that a small experiment 
investigating the physics of such a configuration shows no occurrence of disruptions. 

5.5. Minimum demonstration reactor 

The authors of paper G-l-5 try to identify the smallest and thereby the lowest 
capital cost fusion plant, to be built soon and thereby to provide confidence in fusion 
and experience in the operation of a fusion reactor. In order to reduce the capital cost 
as much as possible, no strict requirements have been set on the overall power 
balance (positive or negative) and on tritium breeding. Typical devices proposed have 
a plasma current of 2-3 MA and R = 2 m, driven, with copper coils, or R = 9 m 
(A = 9), ignited, with superconducting coils, at direct capital costs of from one to 
a few thousand million dollars. The power balance is of a few hundred megawatts 
(positive in the superconducting case, negative in the copper case), with no breeding 
blanket in either case. It is doubtful that these plants — for which, by the way, the 
physics basis is today very weak — would, with such modest performance and reactor 
relevance, in any way provide more confidence in fusion or more operating 
experience than ITER. This exercise is, however, useful to confirm that there is no 
short cut to demonstrating fusion in a form relevant to energy production. 

6. STELLARATORS 

Having recognized that steady state operation and avoidance of disruptions are 
critical issues to be solved to improve the reactor relevance of the tokamak approach, 
it is of interest to examine the reactor prospects of the stellarator approach, which 
is exempt from these problems. 

The Helias study (paper G-l-2) presented at this conference is based on the 
Wendelstein 7-AS configuration with the magnetic configuration produced by only 
one set of toroidal coils. In spite of their very complex shape, these coils are assem
bled in a modular structure. The design criteria adopted for the magnets appear rather 
conservative, including the adoption of the more conventional NbTi. The reactor, 
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although it has a large major radius ( - 2 0 m), has a magnetic energy comparable to 
that of a tokamak reactor of similar power. Access into the vessel for removal of 
components can only be made by horizontal displacement of a module of six coils, 
which, however, is allowed by the absence of poloidal coils. Of interest is the 
proposal to handle power exhaust all along the last magnetic surface, leading possibly 
to an acceptable smear of the power deposited. 

A major issue here is the still modest plasma performance reached by stellara-
tors, which makes the extrapolation to ignition very uncertain. One of the several 
tokamak confinement scalings predicts ignition for the reactor parameters proposed 
here but other scalings, developed for stellarators, do not. Recovering ignition, with 
these scalings, would imply an excessive increase in size. At present, the effort on 
stellarators is limited and the next device, Wendelstein 7-X, has the very challenging 
task of clarifying the actual physics prospects of this confinement approach. 

7. INERTIAL CONFINEMENT REACTORS 

The inertial confinement reactors are now being studied in considerable 
engineering detail (papers G-l-3, G-2-3). As far as the laser driver is concerned, the 
extrapolation from today's devices is of at least two orders of magnitude in energy 
(from a few tens of kilojoules to a few megajoules) and almost an order of magnitude 
in efficiency. By comparison, tokamak extrapolation from today's device (i.e. JET) 
to a reactor is, in size (i.e. plasma current), by only a factor of 3. As far as the explo
sion chamber is concerned, several ideas have been presented, all based on a wet first 
wall, to resist the X rays and debris. Unfortunately, no experiments in support of 
these ideas have been presented. Clearly, formidable technological development is 
needed in support of these studies. From the overall plant point of view, it is interest
ing to note the authors' claim that, from the safety standpoint, inertial confinement 
is comparable to the case of tokamaks, and from an economic standpoint, the cost 
of the driver is comparable to that of the tokamak load assembly. 

8. TECHNOLOGY OF NEXT STEP DEVICES AND REACTORS 

Negative ion beams. These beams are of interest for next step devices, where 
high energy and long pulse are required for current drive and heating. For reference, 
the main requirements of the ITER CD A are: 1.3 MeV, 16 A, steady state and 
22 mA/cm2 in deuterium. The energy requirement was dictated by the requirement 
of tangential injection in ITER for current drive in the plasma centre. These require
ments need to be confirmed for the ITER Engineering Design Activity (EDA). 

Experimental results can be summarized as follows (paper G-2-2): 

- H " : 300 keV, 0.1 A, 0.5 s, 11 mA/cm2 
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— D": 100 keV, 22 A, 5 s, 10 mA/cm2 

— Collimation of 4 mrad 
— Neutralization efficiency around 60% at 100 keV/nucleus 
— Energy recovery by electrostatic deceleration of D ~ ions with a power 

efficiency of about 84% at 102 keV. 

Considerable progress has been made in the last two years, but on each parameter 
separately, and the major challenge which lies ahead is the acceleration to over 
1 MeV. 

Superconductor. Short lengths of Nb3Sn cable carrying 40 kA at 12 T, as 
required by the ITER CD A, have been developed and successfully tested (papers 
F-l-1, F-l-4). 

Divertor. Divertor plate samples made of CFC tiles brazed over a molybdenum 
alloy heat sink and 'tube in tile' configurations have been successfully tested for a 
few thousand cycles up to about 15 MW/ra2 using an electron beam (papers F-l-1, 
F-l-4). These are the maximum loads envisaged in the ITER CD A. A concern 
remains regarding the effect of radiation on CFC thermal conductivity and on the 
brittleness of the molybdenum alloy heat sink. 

Remote handling. Transporters for in-vessel component maintenance and 
replacement, particularly of divertor plates, are of two types: an articulated boom and 
a vehicle moving on a rail deployed along the torus. Prototypes of these transporters 
have been built and are being tested (papers F-l-1, F-l-4). 

Materials. The next step devices can only adopt materials that have been largely 
developed and are possibly now commercially available. The characterization of 
existing materials for the ITER operating conditions (e.g. low cycle fatigue, modest 
neutron irradiation, low temperature, corrosion) already requires an intensive effort 
to be on time for the completion of the ITER EDA, but time is becoming tight also 
to develop materials for DEMO. In fact, DEMO blanket modules, to be tested in 
ITER about fifteen years from now, should make use of materials for DEMO. 
Fusion, to be successful, i.e. to be acceptable from the safety/environmental and eco
nomic points of view, needs new materials. In particular, alloys must be developed 
with reduced long term activation as well as with low afterheat, to ease waste disposal 
and to minimize causes of radioactivity release. In addition they must be capable of 
resisting 14 MeV neutron fluence up to and possibly beyond 100 dpa. At this confer
ence, some progress was reported (paper G-2-1) on various alloys. The vanadium 
alloy (VCrTi) shows a reduced swelling (1%) at 100 dpa and a reduced shift in the 
DBTT (ductile to brittle transition temperature) at 40 dpa. Also of particular interest 
is the much smaller shift in the DBTT of a low activation martensitic steel (7 dpa) 
as compared with conventional martensitic steel. Martensitic steels are the most 
advanced in development and they could be the prime candidates to be tested in ITER 
and then adopted in DEMO. Materials of great potential interest for safety and 
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environment, such as SiC in the present composition, show an unacceptable deterio
ration of properties (e.g. thermal conductivity, mechanical properties) at relatively 
low doses of 10 dpa, and excessive helium production (20 times higher than those 
of conductor metal alloys). Improvements are being obtained with different fibres 
(e.g. Nicalon), indicating the need for tailoring these materials to the fusion 
environment. 

From the overview presented at the conference, it appears that the resources 
devoted to the development of materials for fusion are definitely inadequate to meet 
the milestone of testing in ITER and for the design of DEMO. The lack of availability 
of an intense 14 MeV neutron source makes it impossible to select, on the basis of 
a reliable database, the materials suitable for a reactor, and therefore makes it impos
sible to realize a complete demonstration of the feasibility of fusion. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

(a) Reactor studies should give the highest priority to safety/environment and to 
reliability in the choice of parameters, design solutions and operating condi
tions. Capital cost reductions, while important, should be pursued only in so far 
as they do not negatively affect safety and reliability and compromise overall 
economics. 

(b) Most reactor designs are optimized for operation in quasi-steady state, i.e. high 
aspect ratio and moderate plasma current, as suggested by present physics scal
ing laws. NET and ITER, however, do not quite follow the same trend, owing 
to the uncertainties of scaling laws in these parameter ranges, which are largely 
outside today's experience. 

(c) To complement ITER plasma operating regimes and to support present trends 
in reactor optimization towards steady state, some specific physics issues need 
a deeper investigation, possibly in a new specialized device, but with adequate 
performance. The stellarator approach should be pursued vigorously to demon
strate whether it is capable of confinement and impurity control performance at 
least comparable to that in tokamaks. 

(d) It should be realized that ITER will become the point of departure to measure 
how long and difficult the path towards a reactor will be. Therefore: 
(i) Reactor studies should not make this path too long and too difficult by pur

suing doubtful economic advantages requiring very uncertain development 
in physics and technology well beyond what is hoped to be achieved in 
ITER, 

(ii) By the time the ITER EDA has been completed, a strategy should have 
been developed where the objectives and features of ITER are consistent 
with the objectives and features of a reactor. 
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